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Re: Old Growth report, Bear
Swamp East explored w/pictures

like a redwood forest. Here is a photo of where you
should be able to find the largest trees, in swamp
west.

by bailey » Fri Feb 05, 2016 5:52 pm
I'm into nature photography and since returning to
my hometown area have been exploring both east and
west bear swamp. I believe I came across the same
Tulip tree John posted back in 2013, since its winter
months I figured I share a few shots of it.

Re: Old Growth report, Bear
Swamp East explored w/pictures
by John Harvey » Sat Feb 27, 2016 11:23 am
Bear Swamp West
Bailey,
I know there are some massive tulip trees in swamp
west that I didn't see. The forest is so dense in spots
you can almost walk by one and not see it, almost

John D Harvey (JohnnyDJersey)
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Re: Old Growth report, Bear
Swamp East explored w/pictures

Virginia Champion White Oak
by DougBidlack » Sun Feb 28, 2016 11:32 pm

by bailey » Sun Feb 28, 2016 12:39 am

NTS,on our way back home to Massachusetts from
Georgia and the Carolina's we stopped to measure the
Virginia state champion white oak. We had set this
meeting up ahead of time with the owner who
seemed quite agreeable to us measuring his tree even
though it was last measured in 2012. It was
measured to 331" x 90' x 120' for 451 points at that
time. I first went about establishing surrounding
grade by putting a reflector on either side of the tree
while facing the house. I placed the center of each
reflector 3' 6" above the ground and then I set up my
200X on a tripod. The 'left' (while facing the house)
reflector was 1' 1" below my laser and the 'right'
reflector was 1' 8" below my laser so I chose 1' 4.5"
below my laser as equal to 3' 6" above
grade. However, since my laser only reads in 1"
increments I went with 1' 4" below my laser as equal
to 3' 6" above grade. Ellen then placed a thumbtack
in the tree and moved it until it was 4" below my
laser or equal to 4' 6" above surrounding grade. The
thumbtack was 4' 1" above the base of the tree so it
was likely 5" lower than most people would place the
thumbtack but I chose to measure the girth at this
point anyway. It was 28.56' (342.72") in girth at this
point. It was also 85' 11" above surrounding grade
and the average crown spread was 105' 11". This
gives 455 points so pretty close to the previous point
total. Unfortunately, like an idiot, I didn't even think
to get a girth measurement at 4' 6" above the base of
the tree which would have been 5" higher than where
I measured the girth. I didn't think of this until we
were nearly in Maryland and I've been kicking
myself ever since. So I decided to try and guesstimate
the girth at 5" higher.

Thanks John, that area lines up with what I've
discovered so far, here's a track of my last time in the
swamp, the bottom group of POI pins I marked were
cedars and some really big American beech. I found
West tricky getting into, the easiest access is through
the sand wash area but is private property, you have
to start out on Railroad ave past the bend where it
becomes WMA, ,cut through to the railroad tracks
and follow them until you find a suitable enough
entry point to the left.
Erik, I dont usually plan my trips here they just kind
of happen since it's nearby, but I can provide you
some guidance and gps coordinates if you do decide
to make the trip.

I decided to use the Ohio champion white oak that I
had measured as a guide. That tree was 302.40" at 4'
0" and 292.32" at 4' 6". The difference in girth is
10.08" between these two and then if I divide by 6 I
get 1.68". So I subtracted 1.68" from 302.40" to get a
guess of 300.72" at 4' 1". Now I have the ratio of
300.72"/292.32" for the Ohio tree which should
roughly equal 342.72"/x for the Virginia tree. So I
just solve for x and I get 331.15" which is nearly
identical to the 331" that the tree was measured at in
5
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2012. I'm going to guess that the girth of the tree was
correctly measured back in 2012 and that it might
have grown about an inch or so to 332". Raising the
breast height by 5" will lower the height to 85' 6". So
my points guesstimate will be based on a tree
measuring 332" x 85.5' x 105' 11" and this will give
me 444 points. Too bad I didn't actually measure the
girth 5" higher because I would sure love to know the
actual answer.
This all leads to one obvious question...at what height
should the girth have been measured? The difference
in points is likely not insignificant. In fact, it would
appear to be the single biggest source of error for this
particular tree. The height was only off by about 4'
or 4 points. The crown spread was off by about 14'
but this only equals 3.5 points. But the girth was off
by nearly a foot simply because I thought
surrounding grade was about 5" lower than the base
off the tree. And this tree was on fairly level ground!
Anyway here are a couple of pictures of this really
big tree. Too bad several of the lower, very large
limbs were cut off.

Doug

Congaree National Park, SC (Part
1)
by DougBidlack » Fri Feb 26, 2016 6:37 pm
NTS,
after our conference ended on Thursday afternoon
(11th of February) we had lunch at a great little BBQ
place in Savannah before heading off to
Congaree. As we neared the park we saw that the
road that we wanted to take was closed due to
damage from a great deal of flooding. We had come
up from the southeast and now we were directed to
go north instead of west like we wanted. We tried
this for a while but Ellen got the great idea of using
6
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an app called waze..at least that's what I think it was
called. This app gave us very up to date info on all
the road closures and what would be the fastest route
around them and it ended up working very well for
us. We first went to check if Jess had arrived at the
camping spot he had picked out. He wasn't there but
we did find his reserved site and we left a note saying
that we'd be back at 7:30 in the morning. We meant
to check out the visitor center as well but it was
already after 5 and so we just decided to take a short
walk before getting dinner and heading off to our
hotel room near Columbus. At the visitor center is
this funny Mosquito Meter and it reminded us of one
reason that this park is especially good to visit at this
time of the year.
Not long after this the boardwalk was under water
and we decided to turn back. We were left
wondering how much wading we would have to do
tomorrow.
The next morning we met Jess a little after 7:30 and
by 8 or so we were happily on our way. Jess didn't
seem to think that the water was as high as he thought
it might be and that we might have a relatively easy
time walking along the trails and maybe even off the
trails. While on the boardwalk we had a red
shouldered hawk fly just in front of us and we heard
another with it's distinctive call off in the
distance. This species is quite familiar to us as we
have a pair that come back every year and nest
practically in our backyard up in the red maples at the
edge of a swamp. We also saw and heard an
incredible number of other birds, especially
woodpeckers, much to our delight. Soon we got off
the boardwalk and onto a dirt trail as we headed
towards the National Champion loblolly pine. It
turns out that the pine can be easily seen from the
trail and we were there before too long. Here is a
picture of Ellen next to this amazing tree.

We walked out back and onto the boardwalk and we
were soon surrounded by a forest with many familiar
trees like American beech, American holly and white
oak among others. But we also started seeing lots of
loblolly pines and sweetgums and these were not
familiar to us at all. The boardwalk continued to go
lower in elevation and into the swamp. We were now
seeing plenty of water tupelo and baldcypress. Here
is a picture of me next to a baldcypress.
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After a little more walking Jess found a nice
Possumhaw that he decided to measure. Off in the
distance I spotted a large oak and I went to measure
it. The oak turned out to be a swamp chestnut oak
and it was 17.1' (205") in girth x 126' in height
shooting straight up. What an incredible tree! Here
is a picture of Ellen and the base of this swamp
chestnut oak.

Ellen said that the loblolly pines reminded here of the
ponderosa pines that we had seen out west and Jess
agreed that they do look quite similar. Now we were
ready to measure our first tree but I realized that I had
forgotten my tripod and reflectors back at the
car! So, we hiked back to the car, picked up the
tripod and reflectors and Ellen asked if I was sure I
had everything. Naturally I was now sure I had
everything because I had specifically packed my little
backpack with all the measuring equipment I needed
the night before. We headed back to the giant
loblolly pine and began to get our stuff out to
measure. Oh oh! Where was my Trupulse
laser? That's right, it was back in the car because it
didn't fit in my backpack after I'd already stuffed it
full of books and my other equipment. Ellen asked
Jess if she should kill me or would he prefer to do
it. Jess just said that maybe we should just walk
around and look for new trees off trail and get quick
measurements and do the more involved measuring
of this loblolly and others tomorrow. Ellen would
later recount to others that "Jess was just a Saint!" So
we left the tripod and reflectors at the base of the tree
and headed in an easterly direction offtrail to look for
nice trees. The first one that Jess spotted was a nice
sweetgum that he measured to 143" x 148.0'. Here is
a picture of Ellen next to this nice tree.

The possumhaw that Jess measured turned out to be
29" x 44.2'. I would later learn that Tyler had already
measured the swamp chestnut oak to 17' in girth not
long ago but I don't know if he measured the
possumhaw. So far the walking was actually quite
easy with no wading required although it was quite
muddy. We were almost always able to find a sort of
'bridge' over every little stream or bit of low ground
that we encountered. Here is a picture of Jess
crossing just such a bridge and Ellen not far behind
him.
8
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I started asking Jess about each one of the oaks in
Congaree and how the height stacked up against the
tallest known anywhere. He basically said that it
would be easier to talk about the bottomland oaks
that were not tallest at Congaree! Here is a quick list
of the tallest bottomland oak species in Congaree that
I took from Tyler's excellent Congaree list.
160.2'
157.6'
144.7'
142.4'
140.3'
134.0'
130.1'

Cherrybark Oak
Shumard Oak
Willow Oak
Overcup Oak
Swamp Chestnut Oak
Water Oak
Swamp Laurel Oak

This is what the list looked like before this particular
trip and all but the willow oak and water oak were
National height champions. The tallest willow oak is
only slightly taller at 144.9' at Ocmulgee Flats in
Georgia and the tallest water oak is 138.4' tall at
Croft State Park in South Carolina. Of course there
are bottomland oaks of eastern North America that
just don't occur in Congaree like Nutall's, pin and
swamp white oaks. Still, Congaree is a true Mecca
for anyone that loves oaks, especially bottomland
oaks!

And a picture of me next to this overcup oak. Ellen
was hoping for an action shot of me falling into the
water while making my way to the base of this
tree. Sorry to disappoint!

Since Jess knew that I especially liked oaks he was
going to show me some very nice ones. The first that
we would encounter was a giant overcup oak. I think
this might be the largest in the park but I don't
remember. Here is a shot looking up at this tree.
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Before long we were walking on trails again and we
came upon this nice slough scene.

And another shot of the base of the tree.

We soon came to another impressive overcup
oak. Here is a picture of the full tree.
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After more hiking on the trail we came to a large
fallen cherrybark oak that took quite a bit of earth
with it and we thought it would make for an odd
photo.

Not much farther along we came to another large
cherrybark oak right along the trail. Jess described
the characteristic long, clean bole of this species with
an incredible crown spread way up top. Here is a
shot looking up at this truly regal species.

11
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tall ones that we saw after walking off the trail a little
bit.

Here is Ellen standing next to this tree.

Not far away we saw a nice sycamore which is
relatively uncommon in Congaree as compared to the
bottomland forests that I'm used to seeing in places
like southern Illinois and Indiana. Here is a picture
of it shining in the sun.

Jess also mentioned that sweetgums are the dominant
trees of the Congaree and here is a picture of some

12
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Very close to where I took this picture Jess was busy
measuring a boxelder. He measured it to 93" x 89.2'
and I believe he thought this was a remeasure. Here
is the boxelder.

Although most people don't generally think much of
this species I very much like the purplish or bluish
new growth of boxelders in Winter or early
Spring. Jess said that the new growth is green rather
than blue in the Congaree. And I believe he said this
was the only or perhaps one of the only tree species
native in all 48 contiguous states. A very adaptable
species to be sure.
Eventually Jess led us to the largest cherrybark oak in
South Carolina. Here is a picture of me next to this
enormous cherrybark.
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While we were walking out of the park Jess found a
really tall pawpaw right along the trail. It measured
20" x 60.9' and I believe it is now the tallest known
pawpaw. Here is a picture of the base of the
tree. Unfortunately the full tree shot turned out to be
nearly useless in the fading light of the forest.

After reaching the parking lot we decided to meet up
again at 7:30 AM and start directly for the national
champion loblolly pine. I'll say more about this in
part 2.
Doug
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Congaree National Park, SC (Part
2)
by DougBidlack » Sat Feb 27, 2016 11:43 pm
NTS, Ellen and I rolled into Congaree on the
morning of the 13th of February just after 7:30 to
meet Jess for our second and final day in the
park. Ellen just had to get a picture of the National
Park sign with the sun coming up.

This tree was previously measured in July of 2010 to
186" in girth x 169.5' tall x 85.5' in average crown
spread. Jess measured the girth to 183.5" at 4.5'
above the base of the tree and 190.6" at 4.5' above the
surrounding grade. Jess measured the height to
168.0' above the base of the tree or 168.8' above the
surrounding grade. I believe Jess used a Nikon 440
and clinometer for this but I'm not sure. I measured
the height to 168' 8" above surrounding grade with
my Trupulse 200X. We placed 5 reflectors around
the tree dripline on dry land and measured the
distance between each reflector and the tree at breast
height. We then made 3 'spoke' measurements over
the water side of the tree using the Trupulse
200X. Jess wrote the numbers down and later
calculated the average crown spread to 67.8'. Our
girth seems in line with what you might expect
considering growth if we actually measured in the
same place as for the 2010 measurement. Our height
was a bit lower perhaps because we didn't hit the
actual highest point as the top is broadly rounded and
the highest point may have been hiding behind the
sprigs that we measured. I don't know why our
crown spread measurement was significantly less
than in 2010.

I was more organized this morning and we made our
way to the champion loblolly pine fairly early. First
we had to decide what looked like surrounding grade
because the roots of the big pine had really pushed up
a ring around the tree. We opted for a flat spot of
ground on what I believe is the North side of the tree
and we placed a reflector here. The ground where we
placed the reflector ended up being 10" lower than
the base of the tree as measured from the West
side. Ellen took a picture of Jess while he was
measuring the girth at 4.5' above surrounding grade
as well as above the base of the tree and me while I
was figuring out the difference between surrounding
grade and base of the tree.

After measuring the loblolly pine Jess led us toward
the tallest cherrybark oak in the park so that we could
remeasure it as well. This tree is not just the tallest
cherrybark in the park but also the tallest cherrybark
in the world and the tallest known oak in North
America. Unfortunately, when we arrived at the tree
it had fallen down. Jess figured it had been down for
15
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about two years. This tree was previously measured
to 238" x 160.2' x 122' in January of 2005. Here is a
picture of Ellen standing on the fallen giant.

The fallen cherrybark oak created a large gap in the
canopy.

At this point we had already finished with everything
that was at the top of our list so Jess led us towards
the largest Shumard oak. On the way we crossed a
few more wet areas than before. Here is a shot of
Ellen wading across a shallow stream.
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We then ran across two impressive swamp chestnut
oaks. One had a broad but damaged and misshapen
crown...

...while the other was taller with a relatively intact
crown.

17
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Not long afterward we encountered a couple of nice
hickories. Here is a picture of a southern shagbark
hickory in the foreground and a bitternut hickory in
the background.

I also took a closer shot of the nice bitternut while
Jess was measuring the height by shooting straight
up. He is actually behind the tree in this picture and
you can't even see him. I don't know if he wrote the
height down or if he remembers it.

18
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We next came across an amazingly tall American
holly. Jess measured the girth to 67" while I
measured the height to an even 98' 0" but Jess then
said that the breast height was off by an inch so the
height was actually 97.9'. Jess said he thought that
this was likely a remeasure but I'm not sure of which
tree. It was along the Oak Ridge Trail and I see that
there are two hollies in that general area that may be
the same. One was measured to 64" x 96.6' in
February of 2006 while the other was measured to
63" x 97' in February of 2009. Here is a picture of
the tree with Jess at the base.

We eventually made our way to the largest Shumard
oak which was measured to 217" x 137.1' in
November of 2013. We got a girth of 223" and Jess
got a height of 141.3'. I was having great trouble
getting a reading of the top sprig for some reason so I
didn't get a good height measurement. The tree has a
rather large area that is rotting away on one side of
the base and Jess is afraid it may not be around much
longer. Here is a picture looking up at the tree.
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Meet the New England Champion
Pin Oak
by dbhguru » Mon Feb 29, 2016 6:28 pm
Hi All,
Today, I re-measured the big Pin Oak in
Northampton, MA. First, let's take a look at it. My
wife Monica is in for scale.

After measuring the Shumard oak Ellen and I had to
leave and so we said our goodbyes to Jess. Jess was
still able to do a good bit of measuring and I'm sure
he'll post those measurements now that I've finished
with these first two posts. I can't say enough about
how much better our visit to Congaree was with Jess
leading the way. We never would have seen nearly
as many trees or learned half as much without him
showing us where to go and telling us about each and
every species. I didn't even get pictures of, or say
anything about, trees like red bay, sugarberry,
sweetleaf or swamp laurel oak among others. So it
was quite sad to have to leave so soon but I'm really
looking forward to returning someday. Hopefully it
will be sooner rather than later.
Doug
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External Spoke Method for
Measuring Crown Spread
by dbhguru » Sat Feb 27, 2016 1:42 pm
NTS,
Of the three dimensions we measure for champion
tree competitions, the weak link in the chain is
average crown spread. The traditional way of
determining that dimension is to find the absolute
longest spread and the longest spread at right angles
to the absolute and average the two values. This
method works for some shapes, but not very well for
others, so we developed the spoke method. The two
approaches are illustrated below.

Now to the Pin Oak's stats:
Girth
= 18.3 feet
Height = 111.0 feet
Spread = 106 feet
Points = 357
It is the New England champ and represents the 8th
state champ Ray Asselin and I have re-measured
since we recently met with the State big tree
coordinator and agreed to help rebuild the State's
program. The State Coordinator intends to enforce
the rule of one trunk equals one tree. It is going to be
a clean state list before we're finished.
I used the External Spoke Method to measure crown
spread. Worked like a dream.
Robert T. Leverett
21
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Both these methods involve locating the drip line of
the crown and following it around - more or less.
However, many trees do not allow access to part or
all of the drip line. So, the External Spoke Method
was developed. See the attachment. This method
frees us from the sometimes insurmountable
obstacles that plague the two methods mentioned
above. With an LTI TruPulse 360, using its missing
line (ML) routine, determining average crown spread
becomes doable in the vast majority of cases.

be only partially accessible at best.

The new method will be included in future releases
of the AF Tree-Measuring Guidelines Handbook.
Actually several of us in the National Cadre have
been using variations of this method for a long time.
ATTACHMENTS
AdvancedExternalSpokeMethod.xlsx
(263.93 KiB)
The key to the new crown spread method is picking
out measurable limbs that appear to be the longest
from different vantage points. Here is a graphic
depicting a hypothetical situation.

Screen shot 2016-03-01 at 1.49.25 PM.png (39.58
KiB)

The two questions are how accurate is the ML
routine and how well can the measurer hit the tip of a
limb? Where the measurer cannot get positioned
beneath the tip of a limb, it doesn't matter. In that
case, the regular Spoke Method cannot be employed.
For urban trees where limbs often extend over the
roofs of buildings, busy streets, and inaccessible
private properties, following drip lines isn't even an
option. What were measurers doing in these
situations? Estimating by the method of Kentucky
windage. The new method (which has no doubt been
in use in various forms for those owning 360s) frees
measurers from the drip line protocol that simply
can't be applied to many trees.

The operative assumption is that the limb extensions
being measured are the ones visible from the
indicated locations (the orange circles). The red
spokes are measured using the ML routine of the
TP360. A further assumption is that the locations of
the orange circles represent the best vantage points
that the measurer can find to see crown extensions.
This frees the measurer to circle the tree and pick
convenient locations to take measurements as
opposed to trying to get positioned beneath the tips of
the crown extensions along the drip line - which may

-----------------Traditionally, we haven’t measured troughs, at least
that has been the intention. However, the way I
described the External Spoke Method is admittedly
not the external equivalent of the regular Spoke
Method, which follows the drip line and has the
objective of determining the average distance from
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the drip line to the trunk and then doubling that
distance. You are always at a maximum crown
extension from the trunk in the direction of the trunk,
but following the drip line as it juts out and dips in.

extensions averaged. An improvement on this
approach would be to use the TP360 and get the
actual horizontal separation of the limb ends. The
Guidelines present this solution.

As you know, the traditional method takes only two
measurements of crown spread: one at right angles to
the other: the absolute longest and the longest at right
angle to the absolute. Some descriptions called the
second measurement a minimum, but the AF rule is
the minimum of the two - not an absolute minimum.
When state rules are examined, it gets more
complicated. Some state rules tried to implement a
minimum wherever it occurred at right angles to the
longest extension. Rules may state or imply that the
two extensions go through the trunk, with one being
the longest spread across the crown through the
trunk.

BTW, the AF Measuring Guidelines Working Group
(Will, Don, Don, and me) are always willing to
entertain improvements two existing methods and
explore new ones. For example, we've toyed with the
idea of crown area projected onto either a horizontal
plane or a vertical one. The horizontal plane makes
the most sense. There would be potentially many
vertical planes. We've also discussed crown volume the ultimate solution. As I'm sure you recognize, the
problem with the advanced methods is complexity.
-------I believe that I speak for a group of us. You are not
alone in feeling confused. Most of us have vacillated
between competing definitions and methods of
measuring crown spread.

Traditional method may work for circular crowns
(more or less) and oval-shaped ones, but highly
irregular shaped crowns are another matter. The
Spoke Method was introduced to take into
consideration all crown shapes. In that method, we go
along the drip line shooting back to the trunk to
approximate the crown shape, tak the average spoke
length and double it. The Spoke Method is the AF
gold standard, but it depends on continuous access to
the drip line. The External Spoke Method frees is
meant to free the measurer from needing to access the
drip line. However, the way I described it, we would
get something between the traditional method(s) and
the Spoke method. A more appropriate
implementation of the latest method would be to
select points along what would be the drip line and
measure them externally. Identifying those points
from a distance is no mean feat. However, how
would they be determined in absence of access to the
drip line. The solution I presented is a compromise
and may be the most practical one. We can discuss it
further.

There has long been is a disconnect between the
rules given for measuring crown spread and the
geometrical features of a tree's crown. The clash has
not been adequately understood let alone resolved.
So, let me review the concepts, heretofore presented
measurement solutions, and open the matter up for
further discussion.
The simplest depictions of the shape of a crown
projected onto a horizontal plane is that of a sloppy
circle or ellipse with the trunk at the center. These
shapes supports the two axis method of measuring
average crown spread where each axis goes through
the center and the two axes are perpendicular to one
another. One axis is as long as it can be, which
corresponds to the major axis of the ellipse. By
default, the other axis is the minor axis since both go
through the trunk. This approach makes intuitive
sense for such simple shapes, but falls immediately
into conflict with the definition of average spread
as the average of the maximum spread and the
minimum at right angles to the maximum for two
possibilities: (1) axes going through the center, and
(2) no requirement to go through the center.

To extend the discussion, we can approach crown
spread and its measurement in other ways. One is to
see crown spread from a distance approximating a
silhouette and measure the maximum extension of the
two-dimensional image. The process would be
repeated from a 90-degree rotation and the two

Definitions calling for an absolute maximum spread
and a minimum at right angles to the maximum run
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into difficulty with crown models approximating
circles and ellipses. For these simple forms, where is
the minimum spread? They occur at either end of the
major axis, and are therefore equal to 0. This
obviously makes no sense at all. The problem is
eliminated if we define average crown spread as
the average of the absolute maximum spread and the
maximum at right angles to the absolute. This is the
old American Forests method - despite confusion on
the website from the use of the word minimum.

I think we would all agree that none of these axis
pairs captures the average spread that the eye beholds
in the diagram. In the Guidelines, we allow for the
absolute maximum and maximum to it at right angles
(orange and blue spreads) so as not to totally upset
the apple cart. We gave this wiggle room in the
Guidelines because we knew that the State
Coordinators and their field forces would still be
doing the lion's share of the measuring, but our
preferred method is the Spoke Method shown in the
lower figure. Shooting horizontal distances from the
drip line to the trunk all the way around the crown,
averaging the spokes, and doubling the average
captures average crown spread better than the
arbitrary two-axis method. Our clear preference for
use by the Cadre is the Spoke Method.

When we introduce significant perturbations in
crown shape, we encounter challenges if we try to
reintroduce the original absolute maximum-absolute
minimum definition. In fact, this version and others
of the two axis method falls short all the way around.
Consider the following diagram. In the top figure, the
two axis method is implemented in 3 ways: (1)
absolute max and absolute min at right angles, (2)
absolute max and max at right angles to the absolute,
and (3) absolute max and a compromise location at
right angles. The compromise presumably is to get a
better average.

Now to introduce a new consideration, namely
accessibility to the drip line. If we can't access the
drip line, what can we do to come as close to
implementing the Spoke Method as possible? This is
where the External Spoke Method comes in. In the
diagram I presented in the prior post, I visualized the
problem as one in which the measurer sees a limb
sticking out over a roof, road, water, etc. and
measures it using the ML routine of the TP360. Other
limb extensions become most visible when you can
see them fairly isolated which occurs when their tips
appear at the greatest horizontal angles from
measurer's vantage point. This can occur by the
measurer repositioning himself/herself so that the
limb's tip appears at the greatest horizontal angle
from the eye. Limbs defining an inward part of the
drip line will be less visible and apt to be less
frequently measured by the External Spoke Method. I
think this is basically what you were referring to,
Doug, and you were right.
When we wrote the AF Guidelines, we tried to
allow for situations where all you could see was the
outline of the crown from a distance. Here is a
diagram of what can be done with a TP360. The
operative measurement to take is D, which is the
horizontal distance between the apparent greatest
limb extensions on the left and right sides of the
crown. The TP360's Missing Line (ML) routine is

LotsOfSpokes.png (40.39 KiB) Viewed 674 times
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what does the job.

page 59
3. Measure limb extensions from around the drip
line, average them and double the average - the
primary AF method
4. Measure apparent maximum limb extensions
from a distance, average them and double the average
- one version of the External Spoke
Method
5. Combination of 3 and 4
6. Measure the apparent maximum spread from a
distance, i.e. the actual horizontal distance across a
basically silhouetted image. Pick up
several of these measurements as access allows
and average them - an advanced method explained in
the Guidelines.
The MGWG is looking at projected crown area as a
future method for handling the crown measurement.
We already have a method of measuring crown area
based on following the drip line and modeling the
enclosed region using an irregular polygon. The
TP360 offers a method for implementing this
method. However, drip line access would limit this
method just as it limits the Spoke Method.

Screen shot 2016-03-02 at 4.04.43 PM.png (25.27
KiB) Viewed 674 times
From other locations, we could take additional
measurements of the greatest apparent crown spread.
If we can get close to the tree, we can mix the
External Spoke Method and the regular Spoke
Method.

Robert T. Leverett

The competing concepts of crown measurement
can be summarized as follows (more or less):
1. Measure and average maximum crown extension
with the minimum taken from 90 degrees to the max
- a method used by some states
2. Measure and average maximum crown extensions
taken from two directions 90 degrees apart - one of
the AF methods. See the
Guidelines
at http://www.americanforests.org/wp-conte ...
nes_LR.pdf. Crown spread starts on
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Wood burns
by Devin » Fri Feb 26, 2016 3:50 pm
Hello ents,
Attached are some recent wood burnings of mine. I
hope everyone can appreciate them here as most of
them have to do with trees.

dogwood flowers on basswood

eastern white pine on juniper

Magnolia flower on juniper
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Chanterelle mushrooms on basswood box

Hericium erinaceus (lions mane) on basswood
Monterey cypress on Ganoderma applanatum conk
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Re: Wood burns
by Erik Danielsen » Tue Mar 01, 2016 12:04 pm
Devin, I'd like to get one of those someday. Most of
what I've made has been small decorative items that
I've sold on etsy, some pendants and bookends and
whatnot. I like to make designs derived from
elements that pop out at me from my favorite natural
spaces and draw inspiration from the aesthetics of
Walter Anderson and Charles Burchfield (both
painters who also made more simplified designs for
functional items). Here are a few pieces-

A piece on a bookend.

Inlaid blue chevron feathers from the wings of ducks
from a farm I was working on.

Another pendant.
Erik Danielsen
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Panama, Bart's latest Trip
by Bart Bouricius » Sun Feb 14, 2016 10:48 pm
My Wife Connie and I just returned from a 4 day trip
to Panama. We drove from our Costa Rican home in
Alto Del Monte to Sixaola on the Caribbean border
with Panama. After eating at El Scorpion Bar and
Restaurant, we stayed at the clean but basic Hotel
Imperio. The following morning we crossed the
border and caught a cab to the San San River
Preserve for a boat trip seeing Brown Pelicans,
Ospreys, Great Black Hawks and several species of
Herons and egrets, though the high point was
watching Manatees feed from a platform in a
Mangrove tree.

My wife Connie at the Scorpion Bar and Restaurant

Great Egret

Osprey with large fish

Brown Pelicans
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After the boat trip, we left for the Cabinas at the
Williams family farm on the Teribe River, Inland
from the town of Changuinola. The Wialliams's are
from the Naso Tribe and along with many indigenous
groups have established ecotourism facilities to
supplement their incomes. The facilities are nice and
clean, and great meals of local food are
included. That morning I focused on trees, especially
the Gigantic Tunu Tree in the genus Poulsenia, It is
in the family Moraceae which includes the figs, and
for North American's, the mulberry tree.

the Williams family farm. Most of these are from a
year ago in January when I visited Panama alone. I
hiked the hills behind the farm with Celestino and his
friend Juliano.

Celestino on Wild Almendro Dipteryx oleifera which
was 193.5' (59 m) tall and had a CAB circumference
of 27.2' (8.3 m) CAB = circumference above
buttresses. These are clearly some of the tallest trees
in Central America.

Naso style guest house
Much has happened since my March trip with Will
Blozan and Jess Riddle to Panama and parts of Costa
Rica where I am now located (Will and Jess have
prepared the first installment of those forth coming
reports). I contracted Guillian-Barre Syndrome on
April 5th, and part of the delay in reporting has to do
with the necessity of focusing on my recovery, which
I am happy to say is proceeding well, having gone
from barely being able to walk with a walker to
climbing to the canopy of a large fig a couple of days
ago. Anyway, to try to catch up, I will be providing
info on trips in bits and pieces that I have neglected
over these past months. Following are some tree
images from the Soposo district where we stayed at

Here a compound leaf of a tree in the Inga genus
illustrates how the rachis glands provide extrafloral
nectaries for ants, which often have a mutualistic
relationship with the trees they protect, just as is the
case with some Acacia trees.
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seeds of a tree in the Aspidosperma genus of the
family Apocynaceae. All 4 members of this genus in
Costa Rica and Panama are emergents. The seeds
are clearly dispersed by wind. I never actually found
the tree.
Here are a few more trees from the January 2015 trip:

Yours truly next to a "Mayo" tree Vochysia
ferruginea at a height of 157.5' (48 m) and
19.5' circumference AB.

Here Celestino stands next to a "Cebo" or Dynamite
tree Hura crepitans which was 178.8' (54.5 m) tall by
25.2' (7.7 m) CAB=Circumference above buttresses.

some Ocelot tracks on the trail
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Here is a "Criollo" tree Minquartia guianensis,
which has a distinctively fluted trunk. This tree was
170.6' (52 m) by 16.3' (4.97 m) CAB
Celistino with a 196.9' (60 m) tall, 24.9' (7.6 m) CAB
"Tunu" tree Poulsenia armata (genus is clear, but
species is uncertain) There will be much more on this
species in upcoming post prepared by Will Bloizan
and Jess Riddle.
More trees to come, but for now I will conclude with
some images of animals seen on this hike:

Here Juliano stands next to a "Maria" tree
(Calophyllum longifolium) is 147.5' (45 m) by 9.3
(2.84 m) CAB

A well disguised katydid nymph
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A poison dart frog in the genus Pumilio hides in the
leaf litter.
-----I do have to verify if a similar abbreviation or
acronym is already used, however I think there is a
proposal for a Diameter above butresses DAB, but
not sure about circumference, which I prefer. I will
certainly go with any standardization that takes
"root". Here, after more checking my notes, it turns
out I do have an image of the Aspidosperma species
that produces the characteristic wind dispersed seeds
in the earlier image.

A "bullet" ant Paraponera clavata on a Cebo
tree. Known for one of the most painful stings of any
insect, and considered primitive because ants in the
Paraponera and, slightly larger closely related
Dinoponera genera do not have queens and can
reproduce with any worker laying fertile eggs. I have
been stung by a larger Dinoponera species in Peru,
however its sting, though quite nasty does not hold a
candle to the bullet ants sting.
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Here is a "Nispero" tree, Manilkara bidentata, with
Celestino as size model. Notice the interesting vine
to the right. This tree, though only 13.8' (4.2 m)
circumference was 191.1' (58.5 m) tall
-----Yes Will, Three over 200' and several pushing
200". Here are a couple more huge "Cebo" trees
from my 2015 January trip. These monsters were
only 50' apart.
Here is the tree with the disc shaped wind dispersed
seeds. It is the "Alcareto" tree, Aspidosperma
spruceanum (not positive of species, it could be one
other in this genus). The tree was 164.3' (50.1 m) tall
and exactly 12' ( 3.7 m) CAB

Celestino and Juliano inspect this 172.2' Hura
crepitans that measured 172.2' (52.5 m) tall by 30.1'
(9.5 m) CAB
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This Hura crepitans was 178.8' (54.5 m) tall by 35.1'
(10.67 m) CAB

The Teribe River from the beginning of the trail.
---Good Question Kouta, First, I too thought that so
many species looked the same or were quite similar,
but over time the differences start to jump out at
you. Regarding the process of identification; to begin
with, in my library here in Costa Rica, I have 6
volumes of Manual De Plantas De Costa Rica with
keys to many genera, 11 monographs of families or
genera that have the highest numbers of potential and
known emergents in them, such as the families
Sapotaceae, Moraceae and Fabaceae. I also have
several books on the trees of specific Central
American countries, particular parks and
ecosystems. In addition I have books on plant
taxonomy, descriptive terminology and Scott Mori's
"Tropical Plant Collecting from the Field to the
Internet". Finally I use online sources such as
tropicos.org (available without restrictions to the
public and continuously updated by taxonomists, it is
the best site available) and others used primarily by
taxonomists.

Looking up the spiny trunk of the smaller Cebo tree
---Here is the view of the Teribe River from the Ridge
trail we used to hunt for trees.

OK, now for how to collect the information that
allows me to use these sources. To get good images
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of leaves way up in the back lit canopy, I use a Nikon
camera with a 42x optical zoom, the Coolpix
P510. More advanced models with longer zooms are
now available, but the screen has changed so that
when opened and adjusted it is now in the sun and
hence less useful for many close ups and straight up
shots. For canopy shots, I zoom in and often adjust
the exposure to greatly over-expose the image, which
will often bring out, not just the shapes, but the
detailed vein patterns of the leaves. I search the
ground for leaves which match the shape and vein
pattern I can see in the camera LCD screen when I
enlarge the image, which the camera allows me to
do. I then take close ups of the top and bottom of the
fallen leaves. I may then look for fallen twigs, seeds
and seed pods on the ground and in the canopy, as
many species, such as figs will produce at least some
fruits for much of the year. Then I take photos of the
whole trunk and close ups of bark features such as
lenticels, with and without flash.

parsing this. If you want a single book for this part of
Central America, "Trees of Panama and Costa Rica
by Condit,Perez and Daguerre is the one. Hope this
helps.
----Kouta, Unfortunately some of the best are no longer
in print, such as Árboles de la Peninsula de Osa
(Trees of the Osa Peninsula) which is virtually
impossible to find second hand either. The Costa
Rican scientists simply make copies, since they have
a different attitude towards copyright, especially as
there are none for sale. This book has brief
descriptions and illustrations of 329 species in 74
families. This excellent book in Spanish includes
109 of the 226 species on my list of proven or
probable emergents. As my friend Daniel Jenkings
likes to say, "the Osa Peninsula, where the common
is rare and the rare is common".
Other valuable books are: Trees of Costa Rica
volumes 3 and 4 ( the last only available on kindle
which is an obvious problem). "An Introduction to
Cloud Forest Trees, Monteverde Costa Rica second
edition", "Guabas y Cuajiniquiles de Costa Rica"
deals with the very large genus in Fabaceae
(Inga). "A monograph of Cedrela
(Meliaceae)". These are more available and
sometimes affordable as second hand books. Two
more available books dealing with the Neotropical
trees are the rather dated but excellent "Woody plants
of Northern South America" 1993 and "the Trees of
Peru" 2004. These have a fair amount of overlap
with species in Southern Central America. Don't
want to list others because they are very limited, have
become too expensive, or have other draw backs.

Very important also is asking local people the name
of the tree. Usually rural people who grew up on
farms in the area are the best source for an accurate
common name. These folks grew up using the local
trees for wood food and medicinal purposes, so
many, especially the older people know the
trees. They may know when they bloom or fruit and
other things that are helpful. Lists of common names
matched to scientific names, are also available on the
internet and they can be really good clues, sometimes
just for genus, but often for species as well. Of
course you then see how well the name matches the
characters of the tree that you have been able to
observe and document.
For myself, if I am ultimately stuck, I call my friend
Robin Foster an ecologist and botanical taxonomist
who has worked for years in Central and South
America. He looks at the images I send him, and if
they are good images he can usually clinch the
ID. Let me say also, should you be from the tropics
visiting the pacific Northwest, or say a boreal forest,
you would say that "all the trees look the same, They
are all Christmas trees! Also back in the tropics,
sometimes it is quite hard to separate the canopy tree
branches leaves from epiphytes, vines or strangler
figs. Learning to recognize fig leaves etc. helps with

Regarding camera vs. binoculars. Camera much
better. I can take an overexposed photo of high
canopy leaves or fruits from the ground that will then
show me the details of vein pattern and shape that it
would be impossible to see with the naked eye
through binoculars, even if you used a spotting scope,
because of the back lighting against the sky the
camera will usually do a better job. I now pretty
much only use binocs for birds. Even with birds I
can use the overexposure technique to actually see
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the colors that my eye can not. Of course with birds
they have to sit still for a second to take a photo.

Tepanti National Park
hectares
or

----

Corcovado National Park 41,800
hectares
or
(103,290 acres)

Tom,
Sorry for the delay. What you are referring to is the
"Amistosa"
project https://www.lagamba.at/uploads/media/CO
BIGA.pdf, so named because it aims to connect
Amistad International Park with the parks and
preserves on the Osa Peninsula and the Gulfo Dulce
(the gulf on the inside of the peninsula). Amistad
International Park is the largest Park in Central
America, and it is bordered by several other preserves
and Parks. To give you a sense of the geographic
size of this project, here are some of the connected
parks and forest preserves. This list does does not
include more than 100,000 hectares that is in other
protected categories. This allows ground birds,
tapirs, Jaguars and the other 5 species of cats, Giant
Anteaters, and many other species of animals to
migrate and thus maintain genetically diverse
populations. Two organizations are particularly
important actors in this project. "Osa Conservation"
and the "La Gamba Research Station". Much of this
land has utterly fantastic old growth forest. I was
very conservative in using the smaller acreages
provided, so the total is probably substantially over
2,000,000 acres.

Piedras Blancas
Park
13,980
acres)

Amistad International Park: 401,000 hectares or
roughly (1,000,000 acres)
Palo Seco Forest Preserv
167.410 hectares
or
(401,784 acres)
La Fortuna Preserve
19,500
hectares
(46,800 acres)
Volcan Baru National Park 14,325
ha
or
(35,400 acres)
Chirripo National Park
50,849
hectares
or
(125,650 acres)
Los Quetzales National Park 5,000
hectares
or
(12,000 acres)
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Coopers Rock State Forest Hemlock Trail 2016
by sjhalow » Sun Mar 06, 2016 2:13 am
On Feb 27th we visited a patch of old growth
hemlocks in Coopers Rock State Forest in West
Virginia. This site was visited a few years ago by
Turner Sharp and Carl Harting and John Fichtner.
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=131&t=2047
The weather was sunny and a bit chilly, but still
pleasant for hiking. After parking, we hiked about a
¼ mile or so down hill to reach Little Laurel Run.
Here the path turns left and heads upstream. The
hemlocks are concentrated on the valley floor along
the stream. Randi took pictures while I got out my
Nikon 550 and started aiming at the tree tops. At
first the hemlocks were not very impressive, but as
we progressed along the trail they improved in both
height and girth.

Stream and sun
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The hemlocks begin

An old fallen oak

Looking back down the trail

Old fallen oak nearly blocking the trail
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Hemlocks in the sun

The 2nd to last stand

By the time we got to the 2nd to last group of
hemlocks, maybe ½ mile upstream, I was getting
heights approaching 130’ and girths that looked to be
9 or 10’ cbh (I didn’t have a tape measure with me on
this trip).

From here the trail goes slightly up hill and into the
most impressive stand of hemlock on the trail. I got a
height of about 132’ for a hemlock just to the right of
the trail. Hoping for even better heights I moved up
slope from the trail and got some low 130’s readings
on a couple more trees. At this point I noticed a large
hemlock down slope from trail that seemed a bit
taller than the rest and I thought it might go 140’ or
better. There was no way to tell from my current
vantage point, so I scrambled down hill to the stream
and managed to get a height of 136’ on the
downstream side of the tree. Upstream from the tree I
did even better with repeatable shots of 139’ at a
narrow section of the tree’s crown.
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Eastern Hemlock - "The Redwood of the East"
The Last Stand - the most impressive hemlocks of the
site
According to the Max List for West Virginia, this
tree is a state height record. Turner can verify this.
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=131&t=6781
I plan on revisiting the site soon to get a cbh
measurement and gps coordinates for the 139' tree. If
I can find a better view of the crown, I will try to
improve on its height as well.

Eastern Hemlock - "The Redwood of the East"
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foliage.
This was actually the case with most of the large
crowns I navigated to, so from a tree measuring point
of view really nothing new or spectacular to report
other than the moral that what looks like one large
crown on Google Earth may be crowns in close
proximity from two trees or more.
The giant sequoia groves themselves are of course
always spectacular and I miss them every day.
Attached are photos of the large trunk mentioned
above that seemed single from certain angles, a
“decent-sized” fallen sequoia in Starvation Creek
Grove, and a sequoia in Long Meadow Grove which
reminds me of the likewise big-limbed Grizzly Giant
in Mariposa Grove.
Fredrik

All photos by Randi

Giant sequoia crowns and trunks
by F.Jakobsson » Tue Mar 08, 2016 7:28 pm
I went to Sierra Nevada in September and hiked
cross-country to giant sequoias whose crowns looked
large on Google Earth hoping to find similarly large
trunks underneath.

Seemingly large giant sequoia in Freeman Creek
Grove.

The steep and brushy terrain was effective in making
pace slow so I had to leave many possibly big ones to
the imagination and a future trip.
One trunk in Freeman Creek Grove that looked very
promising turned out to be sequoias fused together at
the base and separated higher up creating wide
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A “decent-sized” fallen sequoia in Starvation Creek
Grove

Same trunk from a different vantage point

The fusion exposed
“Grizzly Giant Junior”
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Lots of large limbs…

Northern Red Oak Surprise
by dbhguru » Tue Mar 08, 2016 7:42 pm
Hi Ents,
Today Monica and I were walking on wooded lands
that border Smith College that belong to a state
mental hospital. Overall, it is not an area that I find
attractive or interesting, but does hold some surprises.
Here is one of them.

It measures 15.0 feet in girth and is somewhere
between 95 and 100 feet in height. I also measured a
91.8-foot tall black birch. Both grow on a terrace
above the Mill River. The soils are deep as you get
close to the river. I was short of time, so I didn't get
to measure crown spread. I judge it to be between 70
and 80 feet.
I plan to return and measure more of the trees along
the Mill River corridor. There is a mile stretch that
holds lots of promise.
Robert T. Leverett
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Great White Oaks of SE NY
by Erik Danielsen » Tue Mar 01, 2016 10:35 pm
In my continued excursions with David Burg of
Wildmetro (and botanist Zihao Wang and
photographer Farzana Benabdeljalil), old field-grown
white oaks are a recurrent theme. The legacy of oak
savannah ecotypes naturally occurring in the past but
now disrupted by post-colonial land use preferences
persists in the presence of a scattering of truly ancient
trees, lucky survivors from the very earliest days of
european expansion or even earlier, as well as
younger specimens grown in analogous
circumstances like horse pastures which have been
delineated by the same stone walls and corner trees
for centuries. Some old oaks are recognized and
celebrated, others ignored in back fields. The Granny
Oak of Pelham Bay and the oak in Woodlawn
Cemetery, both in the Bronx, belong in this category
but are reported on in park and NYC-specific threads.
Since most of these other SE NY great oaks do not in
themselves constitute a full "site" to report, all that I
visit outside the NYC limits will be reported on in
this thread.
On Sunday 2/28/2016 we visited the Bedford Oak,
located (as one might surmise) in Bedford, NY. This
great tree is truly one of the oldest-looking in the
region, and fortunately is beloved and protected by
the town. This might be the first tree reported on in
these boards that features on Martha Stewart's
personal blog (she's a Bedford resident, I guess). This
tree is freely accessible to the public, standing in a
field alongside route 22 surrounded by an old stone
wall; a very substantial sycamore grows through the
wall in a way that suggests that the sycamore and
wall must be of similar vintage. The Oak itself is,
according to a plaque nearby, over 500 years oldlikely a bit of an overestimate, as is often the case
with large historic oaks. Nevertheless it is likely well
over 300 years old and could exceed 400. I
personally have never seen such massive sprawling
limbs, generously carpeted in moss, except in
childhood memories of visiting live oaks in coastal
Georgia.

One end of the Bedford Oak's sprawling crown

From the other end of the crown, Zihao standing
nearby for scale
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The Bedford Oak measures 20.6'cbh, 69.3' tall and
has an average crown spread of 114' and maximum
crown spread of 129'. Its AF points total of 345 puts
it just four points behind the Granny Oak of Pelham
bay. A reduction cut in 2013 or 2014 may have
reduced the crown spread somewhat, but at least one
long limb is supported by a wooden post rather than
being trimmed. It's also the greatest girth I've seen on
a white oak; there are larger specimens in Schoharie
and Pawling that I'll have to get to. The nearby
Sycamore measured 16'cbh by 98.7' tall.

A nice tree probably in its second century
Following that we visited an oak David had seen up a
private dirt lane adjacent to Baxter preserve, after we
asked a fellow tending chickens if it was alright to do
so. This oak, also an old pasture tree, measured
14.8'cbh and 67.3'cbh, with an average crown spread
of 95.1'.

The full setting of the Bedford Oak, with the
Sycamore along the stone fence
After that we headed up to Baxter Preserve in North
Salem. Baxter preserve contains some woodlands and
some very large sugar maples but is a landscape
dedicated first and foremost to horses. First we went
to visit a tree some picnickers were sitting beneath.
This oak measured 14.7'cbh and 68.7'cbh and had an
average crown spread of 90.2'.

Considerable swelling near the base- is white oak
susceptible to fungus-driven trunk swelling like
english oak is?
Just a few hundred feet up the stone fencerow I could
see another large oak, so I ran up to measure it. This
tree turned out to be more impressive than the
previous two, and even moreso as a large section of
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fallen trunk (a previous secondary stem) had been cut
and moved so that I could see a ring count of what
looked like 200 rings or more at a cross-section of the
main secondary stem at a level of maybe 20' off the
ground when living. I measured height and then
struggled through a briar to wrap my tape... at which
point the landowner rolled up and expressed
displeasure at our presence. He calmed down after we
explained what we were doing and that we had asked
permission, though we were informed that the
permission we were given was not sufficient and
given contact information for the land trust in case
we wanted to seek permission to further such
activities in the future. I do hope to do so.

It is doubtful that I got the absolute top, but it likely
does not exceed 119 feet. I'll re-measure it when the
leaves develop when I can get a better target. We
now have the following state champs that we've
measured or remeasured:
White Pine
A. Sycamore
A. Elm
Tuliptree
Dawn Redwood
Ginkgo
London Plane Tree
Jersey Elm
Eastern Cottonwood
Sugar Maple
Eastern Hemlock
Norway Spruce
Black Locust

The longest limbs sprawl down a hillside

New Mass Tuliptree Champ
by dbhguru » Fri Mar 11, 2016 8:14 pm
Hi Ents, Today, I was able to add one more to my
run of state champions with the big Tuliptree in
Florence, MA. For the species, it isn't really that
large, but Mass is where the natural range
of Liriodendron tulipifera ends going in a
northeasterly direction. Here is a look at the tree.

Other species that we'll probably soon add includes
Black Cherry, Bitternut Hickory, and Swamp White
Oak.

Stats are:

Robert T. Leverett

G
= 17.2 feet
H
= 118.1 feet
ACS = 90.5 feet
PTS = 347
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Uineye Rangefinders- not for
trees.

Selecting the highest leader, I pulsed the laser a few
dozen times and informally recorded the trends in the
numbers I was getting back. The majority of the
readings fell between 58 and 60.5 yards, and within
that range certain numbers repeated more often than
others. The most conservative of those was 58.2,
which I selected as the number I would keep in
accordance with my use of this unit to this point.
Outside of that range were the high and low outliersit might be one thing if the outlier readings were just
occasional, but the high and low outlier ranges
probably accounted for a quarter of the figures each.
High readings went from 62 yards up to 63.2, and
low readings went from 56.5 yards down to 55.3.

by Erik Danielsen » Sun Mar 13, 2016 8:56 pm
For those of you who wonder at the many alternative
rangefinder brands floating around on amazon and
ebay- Uineye is one you may want to cross off the
list, at least for tree measurement. I've just packaged
mine up to return. Specifically, I purchased this
unit: http://www.amazon.com/Golf-Rangefinder- ...
6T1GN3ACEW
I was initially very enthusiastic about this
rangefinder- measuring solid targets it is very
consistent and seems at least as trustworthy as my
Bushnell. A whole slew of other attractive features
aside, the best thing about it was its ability to
consistently read very fine twigs in the crown of trees
that my Bushnell simply would not, and to do so
through very small gaps (in fact, if any other unit I
ever use is as good at this Uineye at hitting base trunk
of a tree through tiny gaps in dense brush, I will be
ecstatic). Those same fine twigs, unfortunately, are
its downfall.

Crunching the numbers, the reading I selected from
the "normal" range yields a height of 125.1- not bad,
in comparison to the Bushnell. Other readings in the
normal range would put it within a couple feet. This
reinforces my confidence that the measurements I've
made with the Uineye so far are probably pretty
accurate, but I will be checking them all when
possible nonetheless. If one were to just use the
highest number they'd get a height of 134.3, nearly 10
feet over, or to assume the worst and take the lowest
reading you'd get 119.5. That disparity of nearly 15
vertical feet in the readings returned by the Uineye
from a single twig (no wind) in the course of a few
dozen pulses just strikes me as unacceptable, even if
careful interpretation does *probably* yield accurate
figures.

For whatever reason- when reading an individual
bare twig, especially at ranges of 40-70 yards, the
Uineye returns a spread of differing figures that I
believe can probably be carefully interpreted to get a
near-correct height most of the time, but the more I
use it the less comfortable I am with having to
entertain that uncertainty every time I measure a tree.
I had intended to do a controlled test to pin down its
behavior but after an impromptu testing session I'll
detail further I simply don't think it's worth it. For the
same price you can (and I will, ASAP) get one of the
newer Bushnell units that seem much more capable
than mine.

Measuring conifer foliage this behavior is much less
pronounced, with just occasional and clear outliers
rather than the mushy range of readings it returns
from bare twigs. Solid targets like tree trunks,
buildings etc. return highly consistent readings, so it's
not as if the unit is worthless across the board- just
not sufficient to the needs of accurate tree
measurement.

Today I was in the neighborhood of the Clove Lakes
Colossus tuliptree, whose crown is highly visible
from all directions and who I've spent enough time
with to believe that even with the Bushnell's
reluctance to read bare twigs, my previous
measurement of 126.6' tall (especially considering
that the Bushnell rounds up) can probably be
regarded as a maximum possible height to get out of
that tree.

On my way to the Colossus I used a trail I previously
had not and it went through a section of slope with
rich-seeming soils and trees that were obviously very
tall even before I got out the Uineye- the trees there
are some of the tallest I've measured on Staten Island.
A beech to 119.4, American Elm to 111.8, pignut and
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bitternut hickories each just a hair under 122' and red
and black oaks from 115' to more than 120', and yet
more 130'+ range tulips. All of this is tinged with
regret that I can't fully put my faith in those numbers,
as careful as I was to discard outliers. For all I know,
the twig structures of some trees might be more prone
to producing outlying numbers than others, which
could confound my technique of selecting a
conservative figure from the "normal" range. At the
least, all of the trees I've measured with the Uineye
are on Staten Island and all could be revisited in the
course of a single afternoon. Any resulting
discrepancies will certainly be noted.

Bear Swamp West - Old Growth
Hollies
by bailey » Sun Mar 13, 2016 12:39 am
Came across a grove of some really tall
holllies. Even in winter the canopy was green in this
part of the swamp. Came across a few large white
cedars too on my way back out. This is my 3rd time
into West and the swamp is starting to wake up with
Spring around the corner. I heard multiple
woodpeckers, came across deer and wild turkey and
heard an owl on my way out at dusk.
There is some magical pockets back in this swamp, to
get to this area with the hollies it was about two hours
of navigating bogs, mud and briers. Old Growth
hides in this swamp, you could easily miss a 300 year
old tree only 50 feet away. This last time hiking
through here I took my drone with me and was using
it to fly up and over the tree canopy where I could
use it to scout out tall trees, the drone is what helped
me see a big spread of green which ended up being
about 3 acres of big hollies.
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[url=https://flic.kr/p/ELex3Y]
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487. Like adjoining Mount Tom, the Holyoke Range
is awash in old birches. Ages are yet to be
determined, but many will exceed 200 years, and
possibly some over 250. Here are two views of these
beauties.

In the next photo, notice the two birches and one
hemlock. The birch on the left is the largest of the
three.

Black Birch Project continues
by dbhguru » Fri Sep 25, 2015 3:13 pm
Hi NTS, Today, Ray Asselin, Bill Finn, and I went
to Skinner State Park in the Holyoke Range to
continue on a filming project to showcase the black
birch in its various roles here in western
Massachusetts. I measured 12 birches, brining the
total number of trees in my black birch database to
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Re: Black Birch Project continues
by dbhguru » Sat Mar 19, 2016 12:06 pm
Ents, My old friend and fellow National Cadre
member John Eichholz paid me a visit yesterday and
the tall tree talk filled the surroudings. John updated
me on some beaut's he had recently measured to
include two black birches reaching 108 feet and one
surpassing 106. This brings the Massachusetts total
of 100-footers to 38 distributed over 12 properties.
We now have 642 total birches in the database. I look
forward to the addition of more coming from all
corners of the species's range.
John also confirmed two more locations with 130foot white pines, bringing the total in Massachusetts
to 73. For a geographical region in which maturity in
a tree is measured in a few decades by the timber
establishment, it is little short of a miracle that we
have so many mature white pines. Makes me wonder
what is lurking over in spacious New York and up in
New Hampshire and southern Maine. So far Vermont
has been disappointing. Don't really know why.
Connecticut should have a few spots and maybe
Rhode Island one or two.
I'm sure there are other hot spots to be found in PA,
and then there is West Virginia. Lots left to be found.
Here's an update of the birch stats.
The Holyoke Range birches may not match those
on nearby Mount Tom for height, but don't miss
anything on girth. We measured a 9-ft girth, 87-ft tall
birch that is picture perfect. The 12 birches I
measured averaged 85.1 feet in height. The species is
so misunderstood, often recognized only when
young. Timber specialists, fore ecologists, arborists,
landscape architects, forest historians all shortchange
the species in both size and age. We are hoping that
Ray's film will set the record straight. Several people
will participate in the film. It may be the first of
many showcasing individual tree species as see
through the eyes of people with different professions
or backgrounds.

Robert T. Leverett

Robert T. Leverett
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Old St. David's Church and
surroundings

The cemetery is mostly wooded with southern red
oak, willow oak and eastern red cedar trees, with
some of the former reaching 3' in diameter.

by Tyler » Thu Mar 10, 2016 11:18 am
NTS,
Old St. David's Church and cemetery is located in
Cheraw, SC on the high bluff of the Great Pee Dee
River. It is the oldest church in town being built in
1770. There are soldiers from every American war
buried here. The church was used by both the
American and British armies during the
Revolutionary War and later by both sides in the
Civil War as a hospital.

Scattered large red oaks
As I was walking the path through the cemetery I
noticed a large sparkleberry tree.

Old St. David's Church
Huge sparkleberry
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It measures 3' 9" X 27.4' X 31.5' average 35' max and
has enough points to be a new state champion.

Inscription on monument
After I finished my walk. I made my way down the
bluff to Riverside Park. I noticed a large river birch
rising out of the dense understory of Chinese privet.
It turned out to be a new South Carolina girth record
at 9' 6" X 84.8' X 56'

Oldest Civil War monument in SC 1867
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River Birch

Baldcypress grove

Arriving back at the parking lot I made my way past
a baldcypress grove that my school had planted in
1994. I measured the tallest: 3' 6" X 72.6', fattest: 4'
4" X 65.6', and an average tree: 3' 5" X 69.6'.

Tyler
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Re: Station Cove, Sumter NF,
Pickens District, SC

reside in close proximity. This past summer I visited
the cove and listed one hickory as a bitternut but it
was actually a pignut.

by bbeduhn » Tue Feb 23, 2016 5:11 pm
Station Cove

Station Cove is well known for having the greatest
abundance of wildflowers in South Carolina. Its soils
are calcareous with a bed of actinolite, and a part of
the Brevard Belt. Jess Riddle reported on this area in
2003. I concentrated on the entire cove and then
explored Station Mountain. Around Station
Mountain, I came to a road. On the map, just one
road showed up, so I thought I was actually around
Tamassee Knob when I hit the road. I explored past
the road and then sensing that there would be no way
to make all of the way around Tamassee Knob, I took
the road for a bit and followed a power line cut that I
thought would take me to Tamassee Knob. I came
out on the same road again but there was a cabin on
the road. Fortunately, no one was there so I passed by
and then bushwhacked to the summit, which was
actually the summit of Station Mountain. I quickly
scared up a few deer and proceeded to head in a
downward trend. Soon, I hit the palmetto Trail and
was quickly back at Station Cove.

Carya cordiformis bitternut hickory 165.4' tallest
in nation

In 2003, Jess had a Rucker of 138.4' in limited
measuring. He was a little uncertain of the numbers
for bitternut hickory and red elm. I spent plenty of
time with both trees and they didn't disappoint. The
ash at the base of the falls is just as impressive. The
number of species in such a small area is
astounding...and they're all very tall. The bitternut is
the tallest known anywhere and the elm is the second
tallest...more on that in an upcoming report. For some
reason, bitternut doesn't make much of an impact
aside from the sterling example. The ash is clearly a
white ash, a rarity for the area. Every other ash I've
seen and according to Jess is Biltmore ash. This one
has the classic white ash bark and I assumed it was a
tulip until I looked at the crown.
As far as hickories go, in 2003, a distinction between
red and pignut was not made. Most of the hickories in
the area are pignut with a fair number of red. The
reds are always in areas with more sun exposure.
Interstingly enough, a red resides very close to the
falls but has a southwest exposure. Pignut tend to be
in the more moist areas but high up in coves the two

Carya ovalis red hickory

143.3' 133.8'

Carya glabra pignut hickory
140.3' 133.5' 132.8'

149.0' 143.3'

Liriodendron tulipifera tulip
158.7' 156.5' 154.6' 154.5' 151.9'

162.3' 160.3'

Ulmus rubra red elm
tallest in state, nation? 125.8' 125.1'

139.0' 2nd

Fraxinus Americana white ash

146.6'

Fagus grandifolia American beech
124.2'

134.1' 128.4'

Liquidambar styraciflua sweetgum
126.2'

134.9' 128.4'

Quercus rubra red oak
131.3' 130.2'

139.1' 134.5'

Quercus alba white oak
127.6' 125.7' 125.5'

136.3' 128.4'

Quercus velotina black oak
118.9'

133.0'

Magnolia acuminata cucumber

118.2'

Tilia heterophylla white basswood

127.9'

Prunus serotina black cherry

97.5'

Pinus echinata shortleaf

119.0'

Pinus strobus white pine
96.2' 30
years old by whorl count, by beaver dam
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Station Mtn.

8'1" cbh 165.4'

The 143' white oak sits at the confluence of two small
creeks, just two coves from Station Cove. Each of
these coves have waterfalls as well.
Quercus rubra red
oak
138.2' 137.5' 137.4' 133.7'
Quercus alba white
oak
143.3' 138.0' 133.2' 132.4' 13
0.3' 129.2' 128.6'
Quercus montana chestnut
oak
131.2' 122.2'
Liriodendron tulipifera tulip

144.6'

Ulmus rubra red elm

126.1'

Pinus
echinata shortleaf

125.6' 124.1'
bitternut hickory 165.4'

Pinus virginiana VA pine
tallest in state

119.1' 3rd

white ash 146.6'
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Station Falls

white oak 8'8" 143.3'
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tulip
pignut hickory
white ash
red hickory
red oak
red elm
white oak
sweetgum
beech

162.3'
149.0'
146.6'
143.3'
139.1'
139.0'
136.3'
134.9'
134.1'

R10= 145.0'
Station Cove and Mountain
white oak
143.3'
chestnut oak from Jess 143.9'
R10= 146.82'

Long Range Laser Rangefinder
Test

white oak 143.3'

by Matt Markworth » Sat Feb 20, 2016 10:49 pm
NTS,
I did some long range tests on my laser rangefinders
today. The high winds made it difficult to hold the
units steady (should've used a tripod), but I still got
some meaningful results.
Six locations were selected perpendicular to the
target, which was a white garage door.
The two farthest locations were outside of the range
of the Nikon 440's.
The four farthest locations resulted in a round
number for the Trupulse 200 measurement. One of
the them is listed as 408/409 meaning that the
measurement kept bouncing back and forth between
those two numbers for that measurement. The
Impulse 200LR measured 408.4M at this location, so
it makes sense that the Trupulse 200 couldn't
"decide" between the two.

Recent clearcutting

The Rucker for Station Cove
bitternut hick

165.4'
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Since the Impulse 200LR was handheld, there was a
little bit of variance in each firing of the laser, so I
rounded it off to the nearest tenth of a meter.

I was able to spare a few hours this morning to
measure some trees in Greenwood, while the last
snow of the season soaked through my shoes. Many
magnolias and others are already in flower and
tuliptrees are starting to grow their leaves; the
contrast with snow was truly unusual. These pictures
and numbers are a time-constrained sampling- there's
plenty more to come in the future.

All measurements are in meters:

Takeaways
- I was pleased that the Impulse 200LR and Trupulse
200 measurements were very close.
- My Nikon 440's shoot a little long at long ranges,
and this test validates that previous finding.
- Next time I'll put the Impulse 200LR on a tripod,
which should create a repeatable number that doesn't
need rounding. This will also allow me to ensure that
the point of measurement of each unit (Trupulse 200
is at the tripod mount and the Impulse 200LR appears
to be at the front of the unit based on indoor testing
compared to a tape measure) is taken into
consideration.
Matt Markworth

Greenwood Cemetery, Brooklyn
by Erik Danielsen » Tue Mar 22, 2016 12:14 am
Greenwood cemetery in Brooklyn was founded in
1838 with the intent of emulating "forest-garden"
style cemeteries becoming popular in Europe at the
time. In its almost-two-centuries of existence it has
accumulated a roster of noteworthy "residents," but
somewhat less recognized are its noteworthy stillvery-much-living residents, trees native and
ornamental alike now often well over 150 years old.
Greenwood is credited with inspiring the creation of
Central Park in Manhattan, but for tree nuts visiting
the city my advice would be to stick to the originalthere's scarcely a tree in all of central park that has
anything on what grows in Greenwood.

Tuliptrees getting a start already!
Right off the bat I met the biggest Dawn Redwood
I've ever seen, followed by a number of somewhat
less impressive bald cypress, the largest of which I
did measure anyways.
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The large Dawn Redwood

16.4'cbh
Greenwood's biggest trees are Tuliptrees (surprise!).
Multiple specimens must date to the cemetery's
founding. The most exciting tree for me though is an
enormous Cucumber Magnolia. I'm curious what you
all think in terms of the pith lines. My inclination
from examining the trunk is that the origin is a single
trunk that was damaged several feet off ground level
and split, but that lots of wood growth in the area of
splitting/fusion has made it a difficult form to parse.
Greenwood may have relevant historic information
(there is a director of plant collections). If a single,
this is NY state's new champion Cuke by a large
margin.

Dawn Redwood
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The giant Cuke, full view

Perpendicular to split, side 2 with me for scale. The
cross-section at the base is almost more of a rounded
"x" than circle or oval.
There are a number of other, smaller but still
formidable cucumber magnolias here. One very
definite cuke, perhaps 2.5'dbh and 90ish feet tall, has
a label placard reading "Bigleaf Magnolia." When I
briefly met the director of plant collections by
happenstance last week he did mention that they're
working on correcting erroneous labels. This must
also be the case with the cemetery's most abundant
large conifer- Himalayan White Pine (Pinus
wallichiana) far outnumbers eastern white pine here,
unmistakable with its long drooping needles,
gargantuan cones and more reddish bark with age.
The tallest wallichiana I measured, though, had a
placard reading "Pinus strobus."

Perpendicular to split, side 1
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Both Thuja species are unusually scarce in this
cemetery but there's an abundance of Eastern
Redcedar, the tallest I've ever seen- so much so that if
one of you tells me I've mistaken a western or asian
species (my familiarity with mature redcedar is
limited) I will not be surprised.

Cedar (juniper) foliage with male cones
The day's full numbers:
Dawn Redwood
100.8/12.6'cbh
Bald Cypress
85.5/7.3'cbh
Tuliptree
120.9
112.2/16.9'cbh
111.8/13.4'cbh
110.5/16.4'cbh
Cucumber Magnolia
112.8/15.8'cbh, 85.2'ACS =324 AF Points total
Himalayan White Pine
106.8/9.6'cbh
95.9/9.4'cbh
Eastern Redcedar
90.5/8.1'cbh
86.9/8.4'cbh

Tall cedars
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Re: Greenwood Cemetery,
Brooklyn
by Erik Danielsen » Tue Mar 22, 2016 9:55 am
Tom, I agree. Areas with a long colonial history seem
to be some of the best, since there's been more time
for trees to grow- assuming the management
practices employed have been kind to the trees!
Clearly they have been in Greenwood, but not
everywhere...
Playing with lines in MS paint I'm still quite unsure
about single vs. double on this cuke- from the
assumptions I'm making on pith placement it would
seem to be a double, as per the photo I've attached.
I'm hoping those with more experience in internal
structure of doubles like this will weigh in on
whether the pith line would be expected to run. My
reading suggests cucumber magnolia is prone to
stump- or root-sprouting, which leaves quite a few
possible scenarios for the provenance of this tree(s?).
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Albino "Christmas Tree"
Redwood Decimated by Nature

Green Lakes State Park, New
York

by mdvaden » Thu Mar 24, 2016 6:14 pm

by Jess Riddle » Sun Dec 27, 2015 3:59 pm

There is an albino coast redwood in Humboldt
Redwoods SP known as "The Christmas Tree". Last
year it had half as much white foliage following a
cold-snap from winter of 2014-2015. I recall sharing
that with Zane Moore, an albino enthusiast.

NTS,
Tom Howard has reported on significant trees at
Green Lakes State Park several times, and NTS has
measured trees there as far back as Bob Leverett’s
visit in 2002. I wanted to provide a little more
background information of the park, because the site
is by far the most significant big tree location we
know of in central New York, and the area is
generally fascinating.

Last week, I drove through the area and stopped by to
see how the tree was doing. About 95% or more of
the white foliage was gone. No green foliage either.
There is just a scrap of albino left, mainly on one
side. It's basically a dried-out looking bunch of stems
at the moment.

The park sits on the interface between the Lake
Ontario Lake Plain and the Alleghany Plateau. As
the last ice age ebbed, the edge of the ice sheet
parked at what would become Green Lakes, and a
waterfall estimated at four times the size of Niagara
bored into the soft limestone. The ice sheet then
pulled pack a few hundred yards and repeated that
process. Those plunge-pools are now Green Lake
and Round Lake. The waterfall left them exceptional
deep for their size, and surrounding steep slopes
shelter them from the wind. Consequently, the lake
waters do not mix during the spring in the spring and
fall as most lakes do, but rather remain
stratified. These rare bodies of water are known as
meromictic lakes. Their stratification leads to
unusual chemistry and bacteria growth, and they have
been studied for clues to the causes of ancient mass
extinctions.

I think the extended dry season last year is what
affected it the most. What I saw last week has me
thinking it would have dried or defoliated anyway
even if the winter wasn't so cold a year ago.
Here is the albino as it used to be several years ago.

Before the lakes attracted scientists, they attracted
vacationers. A resort was set up in the 1800’s, which
is of interest to us, because it led to preservation of
the surrounding forests. The resort has since
morphed into a modern state park complete with
public beach and swimming area, hiking trails, and
golf course, but some of the original forest survives.
The extent of old-growth is debated. The steep slopes
around Round Lake are a minimum. Hundreds of
additional acres on gentler terrain contain old trees,
canopy gaps and coarse woody debris.
Most of that old forest is classic northern
hardwoods. Sugar maple dominates and beech are
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never far away. American basswood, hemlock, white
ash, and northern red oak fill out the canopy,
especially on the steep slopes by Round Lake. Areas
of shallow soils allow hophornbeam to fill the
midstory, but sugar maple and beech saplings make
up most of the understory. Most of those saplings
germinated decades ago though. Each year sugar
maple seedlings carpet the forest floor, and within
months the forest floor is gray and deer are
wandering around with stomachs full of maple
leaves. Ferns, including nutrient demanding species
like glade fern, pop up among the maple
seedlings. Steeper areas still present spectacular
spring wildflower displays with large white trillium,
wake-robin trillium, cut-leaf toothwort, large
bellflower, and many others.

Jack-in-the-pulpit
The most memorable forests at Green Lakes may be
those not dominated by sugar maple. On the shores
of the lakes, pure stands of northern white cedar form
two dense and dark groves. The star of the forest
though is an even aged stand of tuliptrees, the
tuliptree catherdral. While the analogy is hackneyed,
gothic church architecture is a much better match for
this stand than most collections of big
trees. Tuliptrees rise straighter and more cylindrical
than the sugar maple, beech, and cottonwoods that
dominated most other stands in the region. Many of
the columns are over three feet in diameter, and they
stand on a flat floor inclined only gently. They also
rise higher than any other forest in the region. While
other stands in the area, even on good sites, produce
only scattered trees over 100 feet, the tuliptrees
consistently arch over 120’, some over 140’.

Large bellflower
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Green Lake with white cedar grove on the far shore

As impressive as the big tuliptrees and sugar maples
are, I think the hophornbeam are just as
significant. I’ve never seen another site with so
many large or tall ones

Tuliptree cathedral
On May 1st, 2011, Tom and Jack Howard and I
enjoyed the spring wildflowers and measured trees
throughout the park. Some of these trees have been
mentioned in Toms previous reports about the site.
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A truly massive hophornbeam, 6’2” cbh by 70.8’ tall
Jess

The largest hemlock at Green Lakes State Park
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Re: Green Lakes State Park, New
York

101.2'
Northern white cedar
80.5'
78.5'
Southwest of Tuliptree Cathedral across power
line right of way
Eastern hemlock
133.5' x 7'10" (previously 133.1')
132.0' x 9'0" (previously 132.3', top leader bent over)
131.8' x 9'6"
130.5' x 7'2"
126.8' x 8'8"
American basswood
132.1' x 7'10"
127.5' x 9'1"
White ash
131.1' x 10'6" (previously 130')
Sugar maple
124.5' x 9'0"

by ElijahW » Sun Jan 24, 2016 12:32 am
NTS,
I explored some new areas at Green Lakes this
weekend and remeasured some trees, and am fairly
confident that the best spots for tall trees have been
covered. Below is a summary of what Green Lakes
has to offer, as of today.
Tuliptree Cathedral
Tuliptree
150.5 x 10'8" (new top, previously 147.7')
148.5' x 9'6"
145.2' x 12'1"
145.0' x 9'3"
143.1' x 10'9"
143.0' x 10'5"
142.2' x 11'7"
141.6' x 12'8"
141.1' x 11'0"
140.5' x 10'9"
Bitternut hickory
141.8' x 5'0" (previously 140.1'; not sure if new top
or 1 year's growth)
American beech
125.8' x 6'0" (new top)
Sugar maple
124.8' x 7'10"
124.2' x 9'0"
Red maple
115.2' x 6'5" (previously 113')
110.7' x 8'6"
Northern red oak
114.5' x 7'1"
Butternut
112.8' x 5'4"

Current Rucker 10 Height Index: 129.9'
Tuliptree
150.5'
Bitternut hickory
141.8'
Eastern hemlock
133.5'
American basswood 132.1'
White ash
131.1'
American beech
125.8'
Sugar maple
124.8'
Eastern white pine
121.2'
Northern red oak
119.8'
Black cherry
118.9'
Park-wide, another one or two tuliptrees over 150' are
likely, and probably at least one more hemlock
reaches 130'. The tallest basswood and hemlock are
NY height records, and the butternut is in a dead heat
with one growing in Washington Grove, Rochester. I
spent a lot of time trying to find a sugar maple over
125', but did not. Tall sugar maples at this latitude
seem to require advanced age, and the tallest at Green
Lakes probably just aren't old enough. One thing
becoming clear to me, after several measuring visits
over the past couple of years, is that this forest is
growing, and ought to remain exceptional for a long
time.

Slopes above Round Lake
Tuliptree
145.4'
Eastern hemlock
126.9' x 9'0"
Northern red oak
119.8' x 14'6" (previously 114')
Common hackberry

Elijah
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Re: Cayuga Lake State Park

The Pignut becomes again the tallest known in NY,
but the surprise for me was the dogwoods and witch
hazel. Both species here are far taller than any others
I've come across. I think this site, especially the oldgrowth portion, is a very unique place. Tom and I
probably could improve on the other species present
in future trips, as well.

by ElijahW » Sun Feb 28, 2016 7:57 pm
NTS,
I had an unexpected free afternoon today, and I took
advantage of the gorgeous weather in making a
follow-up visit to Cayuga Lake SP. My mission was
to pick up more visual differences between Red and
Pignut hickory, which are both present here. I'm
feeling better now about my judgment, though I'm far
from an expert. Some trees appear to be clearly Red
or clearly Pignut, but some still seem intermediate.

Areas With Many Fused
Redwoods - Why?

I also took the opportunity to remeasure a few trees
and measure a few new ones. Here's what I got:

by MarkGraham » Sun Mar 27, 2016 12:27 am
From observation there are more fused redwood
trunks in upper Bull Creek flats versus lower Bull
Creek Flats, Rockefeller Loop, Founders Grove, and
Federation Grove.

Pignut hickory
125.8' x 7' (previously 123.5', new top from different
vantage point)
Red hickory
108.1' x 5'9"

Just speculation but could this be from a long ago
(maybe 1,000 years ago) flood that "wiped out" upper
Bull Creek flats more so than areas further
downstream? Then many clonal trees grew from
common roots creating lots of opportunities for
fusions. This flooding would also have deposited
deep alluvial soils that could be one of the reasons
there are so many very tall trees in this area.

Tuliptree
127.9'
124.1' x 10'1" (previously 123', new top)
Cucumber magnolia
110.7' x 9'2" (previously 109', new top)
100.0'

Here are a couple photos of areas of upper Bull Creek
flats with lots of fused redwoods. The first is in the
Giant Tree area, then the second is further west on
the south side trail near where Mattole Road crosses
Bull Creek.

White ash
109.3' x 7'2"
Flowering dogwood
56.3' x 1'7"
51.5' x 1'9"
38.1' (trunk splits near ground level; previously
measured at 40' with straight-up laser shot)

Do fusions = flooding ?

Witch hazel
27.6' (multi-trunked; seems to be tallest of several
tree-size individuals)
Rosebay rhododendron
13.1' x 6" (one of several stems)
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Re: California Woods (OH)
by Matt Markworth » Sun Mar 27, 2016 10:25 am
All, I added two new species to my list of
measurements at California Woods - red maple and
(heaven forbid) tree-of-heaven.
One of the red maples takes over the 19th spot on the
Rucker Height Index 20 at 8.95' (with vine) x 117.6'.
Dropping off the RHI20 is a 103.6' black gum, which
brings the RHI20 for this small site to 130.8'.
Another nice red maple:

10.1' x 115.5' red maple
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This tree-of-heaven appears to be making itself at
home measuring 10.6' x 110'. It's thriving on top of a
small ridge.

10.6' x 110' tree-of-heaven
Matt Markworth
10.6' x 110' tree-of-heaven
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Hickory Records in South
Carolina
by bbeduhn » Tue Feb 23, 2016 5:45 pm
Station Cove in South Carolina now lays claim to the
tallest known bitternut hickory. It has been known to
be exceptionally tall for decades but it has become
the tallest. 8'1" cbh 165.4'
The Winding Stairs Trail at Cherry Hill Campground
in SC has the tallest mockernut hickory. 9'2" cbh
153.7'
Jess Riddle measured both of these in 2003. I
remeasured over the last two years.

165.4' bitternut

8'1" 165.4' bitternut
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153.7' mockernut 2016

153.7' mockernut 2015
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Rabun County Rhodo
by Jess Riddle » Mon Mar 28, 2016 10:45 pm
Nts, While working in the northeastern corner of
Georgia today, I ran across this rosebay
rhododendron.

The tree looks to me like it has a single pith, so I
measured it at the narrowest point below the fork. At
16” above ground, the circumference is 41”, just two
inches shy of the NTS record. The height is a
respectable 26.5’. I didn’t have time to measure the
taller rhododendron that grow nearby, nor the large
and tall mountain-laurel that grow elsewhere in the
watershed. Larger species did not reach exceptional
sizes, and the adjacent ridges have some of the
scruffiest forest anywhere in the north Georgia
mountains.
Jess
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On the Trail with Bob and Ray

And now for the numbers: Girth = 14.9
feet; Height = 142.0 feet, Avg Spread = 69 feet;
Champion tree points = 338. That is sufficient to
move the tree up to #1 position for single-trunk great
whites in the Bay State. The Henry David Thoreau
Pine earns 335 points. Fortunately, Ken Gooch, the
State Coordinator intends to remove multi-stems
from the register, i.e. only one trunk will be
measured.

by dbhguru » Fri Mar 25, 2016 7:53 pm
Hi Ents,
Yesterday Ray Asselin and I hit the trail in support
of the State's champion tree program. First, we
headed to Gould's Sugar House on Route #2, the
Mohawk Trail, for a hearty pancake breakfast.
Afterward we headed to Conway, MA and Howland
Cemetary, home to a cluster of huge white pines that
include Yo Papa, Yo Mama, and Yo Mama's
Daughter.

I used my TP 360 to determine the average crown
spread. The spokes measured were 29, 39, 46, 29, 36,
and 30 feet. They produce an average crown spread
of 69 feet. This is a substantial spread, but the tree
has abundant space to spread its limbs.
A short distance away, Yo Mama earns 333 points
champion tree points. She measures 16.2 feet around,
but is only 122 feet tall. Oddly, while these trees do
appear large from a distance, it is only when you
approach them up close do you experience the OMG
moment.
After Yo Papa, we headed to Easthampton to
measure the co-champion tulip tree, but is was
nowhere to be found. Scratch that one. Further into
Easthampton, we checked on the champion tall
American sycamore. Ray used his Nikon Forestry
500 and I used Sparky. After multiple shots by both
of us, we settled on 138.5 feet. Its circumference is a
respectable 14.1 feet. Here's a peek at it.

The objective was to re-measure Yo Papa and get
a really good crown measurement. First a couple of
shots of Yo Papa. Number one is up close with Ray
in for scale and second a distance
shot.
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No specific dates given, and no specific location
given. Presumably these trees were cut somewhere in
the vicinity of Chautauqua County.

Finally, Ray has finished a film on forest birches of
New England. You can see it
at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Ux4CaKlkv
4. We hope this will be the first of many videos on
New England tree species.
Robert T. Leverett

Chautauqua County, NY around
the turn of the 20th Century

Clove Lakes Park, Staten Island

by PAwildernessadvocate » Tue Mar 29, 2016 9:32
am

by Erik Danielsen » Mon Dec 21, 2015 12:43 am
Clove Lakes Park is located in the northern portion of
Staten Island, not far from Allison park, which I
reported on recently. Its name derives from a dutch
term meaning cleft, and the park is characterized by a
gorge of sorts containing a series of small lakes,
finally leveling out at its northwestern end. Much of
the park is relatively narrow, with open land and
houses right up to the edge of the gorge. This
exposure, possibly in combination with the soils
resulting from the underlying serpentine geology,
may play a role in the relatively lesser heights
achieved (looking mainly to tulips as the indicator
species) here and in similar parks like Allison Pond
and Corson's Brook on Staten Island by comparison
to similar age and diameter tulips in the sheltered
valley of Inwood Hill Park in Manhattan.

There was an insert in the Sunday, March 27th, 2016
edition of the Jamestown Post-Journal newspaper
(Jamestown, New York) titled "Glory Days: County
Historical Society a Treasure Trove For History
Buffs" which contained a number of photos from the
late 1800s and early 1900s from around Chautauqua
County, New York.
These two historical logging photos caught my eye
because of the size of the boles, particularly the one
with the single log and the man sitting on top. Looks
like at least a 4' dbh hardwood of some kind. I could
guess at the species by looking at the bark, but
decided not to.
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96/12.7'cbh
Beech
99.8/11.3'cbh
94.2/8.3'cbh
Pin Oak
99.8
93.9
White Oak
99.1/9.3'cbh
95.6/8.4'cbh
Black Oak
92.9

The northwestern portion of the park, cut off by a
busy two-lane road from the bulk of the park, is about
half forested ravine and half mowed lawn with trees.
I spent the afternoon of saturday 12/19 measuring the
trees of this northern section. The open lawn is the
home of the previously mentioned Clove Lakes
Colossus, an enormous tuliptree that is almost
undoubtedly the current NYS champion tuliptree,
regardless of what the official list states. Earlier this
summer I measured this tree to 123.5' tall and
23.47'cbh. With the leaves off, I was this time able to
locate an even higher branch and push the height up
to 126.6 feet.

The stream is fed by a narrow lake that ends in a
wetland filled in with phragmites; in this section
there are several black alder with beautiful shapes,
not very old. I measured the tallest-looking to 78.2'.

The Colossus is not the only big tulip at Clove Lakes.
A paved path runs from Forest Ave along the wooded
ravine. Right at the beginning of the path, choked
with english ivy and barely 15 feet from a house,
stand twin tuliptrees measuring 109.3'/15.7'cbh on the
right and 108.2'/15.5'cbh on the left. Large tulips (and
a pair of nice younger beech) dot the route along the
path and stream. Aside from such standout
specimens, most of the forest is noticeably young,
probably less than 70 years for most trees. There's a
single large sycamore with multiple leaders down by
the stream that appears to be around 5'dbh but there
was someone being shady on the root buttress, so I
will have to get the measurement later. A few large
oaks also appear on the slopes as the gorge deepens,
and the tulips get taller. Near the end of the path
where the road bisects the park stands a large beech
as well. Measurements for this section:

The lawn section is mostly planted white pine and red
oak, with a few specimen trees thrown in. I measured
a few of the pines:
104.4/7.5'cbh
102.6/7.6'cbh
102.2/5.9'cbh
These seem quite young and have plenty of room to
grow. The first two sit right up against the edge of the
forest, which may help to spur future growth. The
bulk of the park is still waiting to be measured. A
brief previous visit showed me tall beech and oaks
that I look forward to measuring. The gorge deepens
and widens in this section, which bodes well for
height.

Tuliptree
126.6/23.47'cbh (the Clove Lakes Colossus)
126/13.1'cbh
120.8/12.3'cbh
120.4/12.9'cbh
109.3/15.7'cbh
108.2/15.5'cbh
Sycamore
111.9/>4'dbh
Northern Red Oak
105.7/11.4'cbh
105
104.4/10.9'cbh
102.9/7.2'cbh

(edited to correct species ID)
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The 126'/13.1'cbh tuliptree.

The 15'cbh tuliptree twins at the start of the trail.
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The Sycamore and its accessory juvenile delinquent

11.3'cbh beech, hollow on the other side.
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Hiding in here are some superlative hybrid oaks
Kershner wrote about, but I'll have to wait for leafout to find those. This is mostly regrowth of less than
two centuries, with some inclusion of exotics and a
very disturbed understory. There are a couple more
vigorous patches near the southern border, but it's on
the eastern slope that the forest becomes particularly
interesting.
White oak and sweetgum pretty much drop out as one
moves north on the eastern slope, and a heavily redoak forest dominates. The trees here are mostly
~5'cbh, spindly reaching trees. As one approaches the
narrow point of the hourglass older trees and more
diversity begin to push heights upward. I stopped to
measure the first large tulip I encountered and several
trees immediately surrounding it.
Tuliptree
113.2/>3'dbh
Red Oak
110.1
106.5
Black Oak
109.2
102.3
Continuing further up the trail, red oak continued to
run the show. Measuring mostly trees on the steep
slope overlooking the lake, eight exceeded 105',
which is exceptional for such a short transect in
forests here- I'm used to red oaks averaging closer to
100' and a few maxing out from 105-110. A tall
sassafras was also measured.
Red Oak
112.3
111.6
110.1
109.1
108
107.1
106.5
106
103.2
Sassafras
95.5

Beautiful black alder in the wetlands

Re: Clove Lakes Park, Staten
Island
by Erik Danielsen » Wed Mar 30, 2016 4:17 pm
This morning I spent a few hours measuring in the
larger portion of Clove Lakes Park. This southern
portion is shaped like an hourglass bent to the west,
and a high ridge runs down the western side while on
the east it slopes down to an elongated pair of lakes
that run the length of the park and continue the
waterway of the stream and lake in the previously
reported on portion of the park. Along the western
and southern portion of the park, on the ridge, is
relatively dry forest dominated by oaks, mainly red
with some white and in places black being dominant.

At nearly the narrow point of the hourglass, however,
the slope curves to become mostly north-facing
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where several trails intersect and the forest suddenly
diversifies. I suspect this small area is the longestundisturbed section of the park, due to the size and
diversity of native species, and it's possible that the
topography of that section of slope provides richer
soils and more moisture. A few tall tulips hold court
with an impressive elm and a younger but taller
sibling, two hickory species, more red oaks, and the
most fantastic beech I've met in NYC so far. This is
the densest cluster of tall trees I've measured on
Staten Island. At the northern edge of this cluster the
forest transitions into a much more disturbed forest
with black cherry, red maple, pawlonia, and othersof which I measured a couple. A previous visit with
the uineye rangefinder I ended up returning yielded
exciting numbers, so I was glad to visit with the old
bushnell and get some more solid measurements.
Tuliptree
126.4/~4'dbh
Black Birch
93.1/4.2'cbh
American Elm
107.9
106.2/9'cbh
Pignut Hickory
124.4/4.8'cbh
Bitternut Hickory
118.5/7.1'cbh
113.1/4.4'cbh
103.6/4.6'cbh
American Beech
114'/8.2'cbh
Red Oak
112'
111.2
109.6
107.1/4.4'cbh
105.3
103.7
Sassafras
100.4
Black Cherry
102.5/5.2'cbh
Red Maple
91/5.7'cbh

For illustration's sake I added colored dots- from left
to right green is the tall beech, red the tall Pignut,
yellow the tallest Bitternut and blue the measured
tulip.

Re: Clove Lakes Park, Staten
Island
by Erik Danielsen » Thu Mar 31, 2016 10:23 pm
Just can't keep myself away from a good tree spot
when I sense there's more to measure... today I
started on the path at the base of the slope just below
the cluster of tall trees. Here a stream transitions into
a small lake, with a small wetland formed by
hummocks around the roots of black alder (Alnus
glutinosa). When I wrote the first post in this topic I
actually mistook these alders for Black Gum, and Pin
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Oak for Scarlet- all four species being pretty
unfamiliar where I had just moved from in WNY.
That in mind, some measurements from along the
pathBlack Alder
86.8
82.6
American Sycamore
101
Black Willow
87
Pin Oak
103.2

couple that stuck out- one with an enormous burl on
its trunk just a hair below the state max height.
Canopy height up on top was modest, but red oaks
anchored in the very steep slope rose to respectable
heights, almost a pure stand on the slope. The ground
at the top was littered with chestnut deadwood,
probably leftover tops from salvage logging. Glacial
erratics (and the cliff-edge location) suggest that
section never saw the plow, and was likely permitted
to regrow following the island's near-clearcut during
the revolutionary war. It's reasonable to expect that
same slope (being chestnut's preferred niche) would
have looked almost the same as it does now, except
with chestnut bark and leaves on all the tall sinuous
trunks rather than red oak, before the blight came and
salvage logging followed.
Tuliptree
122.4
Red Oak
110.8
109.7
Sassafras
102.5
100.9

I moved from there up into the cluster of tall trees to
measure the other two tulips and a few more oaks. At
the interface with the more disturbed section of forest
I measured a black birch that just didn't seem rightand of course, this also was black alder, further up
onto the dry slope than I had expected. Among the
tall trees Ironwood (Carpinus caroliniana) is present
as an understory tree, so I measured the ones I foundbased on Elijah's NY max list, these (and the Alders)
are the tallest of their kind measured so far in NY
state. All were under 8"dbh.
Black Alder
84.7
Ironwood
50.5
38
25.1
Tuliptree
119
118.2
Red Oak
115
111.8

Next I ventured back up into the northern part of the
hourglass, along the western ridge, where disturbed
regrowth is scattered with pockets of white pine and
other conifers that suggest specimen/landscaping
plantings moreso than timber plantings- I suspect the
site was home to an estate at one point. Among the
white pines I also met an unfamiliar tight-barked
hickory and brought home a budding twig to confirm
mockernut hickory as a species I can now ID. The
one remaining hemlock is not in terrible shape. Near
the redcedar was one more ironwood, this one
seemingly quite a bit older than the ones down in the
tall forest and near 12"dbh.
Ironwood
38.9
Mockernut Hickory
83.2
Eastern Redcedar
77.4
Eastern Hemlock
84.5
Norway Spruce
86.5

From here I happened to look across the creek to the
steep, vine-choked slope on the opposite side, the
extreme eastern edge of the park. A narrow emergent
crown floated tantalizingly above an elegant trunk, a
tulip. I made my way across the creek and through
the briars, to the base of the tuliptree I had seen, and
then up the much steeper slope to its crest to have a
look around. At the top was a dryer forest, still
mostly red oak, but more black and white oak
entering again, and plenty of sassafras. I measured a
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White Pine
104
101.3

and encountered quite a lot of nice black oaks, white
oaks, and swamp white oaks. Red oak seemed
minimal in that section. Turning back around, I
reached a point just above the cottonwoods down on
the bank and there stood a cluster of nearly a dozen
very well-formed, forest-grown Cottonwoods running
between 2-3'dbh. The rain was light enough for both
measurements and a picture, and I measured some
adjacent black locust as well.
Cottonwood
121.2
117.1
115.6
113.2
108.1
Black Locust
108.1
102

Currently the RHI5= 119.7 and RHI10=113.5. Not
bad for NYC!

Riverdale Park and the Raoul
Wallenberg Forest, Bronx
by Erik Danielsen » Sat Apr 09, 2016 8:09 pm
Riverdale Park lines most of the western edge of the
Bronx, maintaining a strip of green along the hudson
nearly all the way up to Yonkers. At the southern end
of the park, there's also a small area of woodland
across the road climbing the hill- the Raoul
Wallenberg Forest. Aside from the road, these form
one contiguous forest so I'll be reporting on them
together. On the exceptionally rainy afternoon of
April 7, I crossed the Henry Hudson bridge from
Inwood Hill (the pedestrian walkway for the bridge
begins in the park), then walked a few blocks to the
Raoul Wallenberg forest.
This small forest is a fascinating mixture of pioneer
species like black locust and black birch with some
extremely large intermediate forms of white oak,
tuliptree, and red oak, with several generations of red
oak and younger tuliptrees also frequent. Due to the
weather I didn't measure or photograph any of these,
but I was extremely impressed by the gnarled,
spreading forms. Some of the locust and black birch
may also be reasonably tall.
Crossing the street, I headed down to the edge of the
hudson through a similar forest of young red oak,
black locust, etc. I was looking for cottonwoods.
Where the ground finally leveled, right next to the
metro-north railroad tracks, I finally encountered a
nice trio of cottonwoods. The rain had lightened up
enough to take some height measurements. The
biggest, an intermediate growth form around 3'dbh,
came to 104.3'.

The cluster of tall cottonwoods.

Heading back up the first tier of the sloping bank I
came to a trail running north. I took this for a while,
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Heading further south I entered a seemingly older
section of forest with some very large tuliptrees and
red oaks, and even a little beech. The Spuyten Duyvil
Giant Tuliptree and its adjacent stand of tall trees I
reported on previously is undoubtedly a remnant
from when this older stand extended further south,
prior to being divided up and partially cleared for the
construction of homes. I'm hoping that exploring
more of the floodplain north of what I explored might
yield further tall cottonwoods and some sycamoresthe only sycamore I encountered was uphill and not
tall.

The Beauty of Big Basin
by John Harvey » Wed Dec 02, 2015 1:37 am
I've been visiting this park almost every week now.
Exploring and doing a lot of experimenting with my
camera. Here are a few photos that I hope can sum up
the experience that is Big Basin. Many people skip
over this park or dismiss it because in general the
trees are not anywhere near as large as the northern
parks and the groundcover here takes away from the
"cathedral" like experience. In reality, anything you
can find in the north you can find here, just in very
small pockets. I measured a Douglas Fir at 31' CBH
today and over 230' tall. Probably the largest in the
park. There are even redwoods over 50ft CBH as
well.
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Another of the massive doug fir!
31' CBH Douglas Fir! This far south!
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Smith College RHI
by dbhguru » Sun Apr 10, 2016 7:20 pm
Ents,
Ray Asselin and I have slowly been covering the
properties of Smith College and compiling a Rucker
Height Index. Here is what the list looks like now.

Not bad for a college in Massachusetts.
Bob

Redwoods and Railroads

John D Harvey (JohnnyDJersey)

by John Harvey » Sat Apr 09, 2016 1:36 am
Here are a few shots of railroads that run through old
growth and second growth redwoods and firs in the
Santa Cruz mountains. My favorite is the defunct
bridge, now surrounded by the children of the giant
trees that it once carted out of town. This bridge is
actually quite amazing. The ravine it crosses over is
very deep and the old wooden planks that make it up
extend to the bottom. The railway is about 100ft up in
the trees.
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Red bud 1.jpg (108.85 KiB) Viewed 986 times

Angle 2

John D Harvey (JohnnyDJersey)
East Coast and West Coast Big Tree Hunter

Redbud puzzle
by Will Blozan » Mon Nov 17, 2014 10:04 am
NTS, I came across a huge redbud (Cercis
canadensis)r recently that is a bit of a puzzle to
measure. I think I know my answer but wanted to
present this tree as an exercise to ponder. Where
would you measure girth of this tree? Is it a single
pith at the ground?

Have fun!
Will
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Algeria Date Palms

Big Creek

by MarkGraham » Sun Apr 10, 2016 11:55 pm

by bbeduhn » Tue Mar 22, 2016 4:02 pm

Date palms are a big part of Algeria agriculture so a
group of them have been cultivated along the
walkway between the international and domestic
terminals at the Algiers airport. Trees can produce
dates year round, I photographed these in August
2014. The orange sacks hold the dates. This
particular grouping has nice diameter trees but they
are a little shorter than the average height of 50-75
feet. They grow better a little inland from the coast.

Big Branch, Ash King
The Ash King hadn't been visited in some time so I
ventured out to find it. Big Branch hits Big Creek just
below the picnic area. The unmaintained trail leads
through some rhododendron and then rises over a
rock wall and enters the cove along Big Branch. I
missed the stream crossing and headed up a flat
loaded with super tall sycamores. It didn't take long
until the Ash King was spotted. Then I also noticed
that the trail was above the tree. I got a girth and then
climbed up to the trail. The uptrail shots eventually
yielded a 165' hit. The crown is enormous for such a
tall tree. Later, I shot from downtrail and couldn't
replicate the 165' figure. I then went above the trail
and still had trouble topping it so I quit in frustration
and in anticipation of the rest of the day's finds. Will
got his 167' shot by being almost even with the top of
the tree, I found out later. I continued past the ash for
a couple of hundred yards but then turned back,
knowing full well there was more to see but wanting
to get into Baxter Creek as well.

These trees have been cultivated in California and
most of the dates consumed in the U.S. come from
California.

The sycamores are unreal!!! I got a few numbers:
Fraxinus Americana white ash
cbh 120.5' 10'8" cbh

165.1' 11'10"

Platanus Occidentalis sycamore 150.5' 150.0' 144.7'
142.1' 139.5'
Liriodendron tulipifera tulip

159.0' 154.7' 151.3'

Tilia heterophylla basswood
leader ( 129.3' 130.4' 128.2')

125.2' Will's 3

Pinus strobus white pine

127.9' 126.4'

Betula lenta black birch

99.2'

Fagus grandifolia beech

119.6' 115.8'

Liquidambar styraciflua sweetgum 128.0'
Carya alba mockernut
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Quercus coccinea scarlet oak
Magnolia fraseri Fraser mag

117.4'
108.9'

Ash King 11'10"

Ash King
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Ash King

Ash King
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hemlocks are growing profusely, hundreds of green
hemlocks filling up the understory along with
dogwoods. Then, a relic tulip, sugar maple and red
oak appear. Soon, buckeyes join in the swirl of trees.
Sourwood makes an appearance. Sycamore lets its
presence be known. Then, yellow birch, silverbell,
beech, basswood, mockernut, larger sugars and large
white ash join the party and it is a party! Soon, tulips
take over dominance with bitternut and ash holding
their own.
The trail meanders through boulder fields and rich
soil as it climbs up the mountain coves and slopes. I
stayed pretty close to the trail but did venture off a
ways along a small drainage. This was boulder
strewn but contains fine tulips, bitternuts, some sugar
and basswood. This is just a cursory account. The site
is as measured as almost any site in the east. The
Rucker tulip is a bit shy of its former glory but
another tulip has taken over the mantle of tallest, at
least from what I saw. There may be more super tall
trees awaiting discovery.
Quercus rubra red oak

136.8' ~12 cbh

Tilia heterophylla basswood 128.8' 128.5' 127.4'
127.1'
Aesculus flava yellow buckeye 136.3' 136.1' 135.6'
Ash King 165.1', could be taller
Acer saccharum sugar maple
124.6'

Big Creek: Baxter Creek

Betula lenta black birch
stilted

by bbeduhn » Wed Mar 23, 2016 10:54 am

131.4' 128.0' 126.8'

111.0' 109.7' 108.6'

Baxter Creek

Betula alleghensis yellow birch 100.9'

This is the most famous trail of trees in Big Creek. It
is a nature lover's paradise, a tree lover's paradise, a
wildflower lover's paradise. A veritable smorgasbord
of trees awaits the tree lover. Such richness and
variety is seldom seen. Most of the fores t on the
lower part of the trail is second growth with several
remnant relic trees.
Approaching the cove, one passes through old fields
that are now thriving with primarily tulip and
sweetgum with black locust entering the mix. Young

Fagus grandifolia beech

125.6'

Carya alba mockernut hickory 129.0' 129.0' twins,
shared base
Carya cordiformis bitternut hickory 150.2' 148.6'
145.5' 144.7' 140.6'
Halesia monticola mtn silverbell 113.2' 108.4'
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Platanus occidentalis sycamore

142.6'

Liriodendron tulipifera tulip
173.8' 172.2' 172.1'
171.7' 171.5' 171.4' 169.7' 168.0'
166.5' 166.0' 165.6'
165.3' 164.9' 164.6' 164.5' 164.3'
164.2' 163.1' 162.5'
161.9' 161.2' 160.0'
The former tallest has died back a bit, the Rucker
Tulip, formerly 178.2' and the tallest known
individual at the time. Here are the four tulips
huddled at the Rucker site:
Left to right looking down trail (north)
149.0' 172.1' 173.8' 169.7'
The 185.1' tulip was an error of some sort so that has
been removed.it stuck out being over 10 feet taller
than any others I'd found. I'll have an update shortly.

I intend to get back next year and survey the entire
trail and a bit off trail. Baxter Creek's Rucker index
was 151.5' last I read. It may have crept up several
tenths. I promise to take many more pictures next
time. There's just so much gear involved that I forget
about taking pictures.

white ash 13' cbh 143.6'
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white ash 13' cbh 143.6'

bitternut hickory 8'8"cbh 148.6'
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Big Creek, Sycamore Cove
by bbeduhn » Wed Mar 23, 2016 4:07 pm
Sycamore Cove
An unnamed cove just a bit up the Big Creek Trail
was home to the tallest known sycamore, black birch
and cherry, plus the Tree Amigos tulip trees. I didn't
locate the birch or get up to the cherry but the
sycamores did not let me down! I noticed just a
handful of black birch and they weren't all that
impressive. What I believe is the former tallest
sycamore at 162.2', is now 158'. It had some crown
dieback years ago but seems to have recovered. It
may go slightly taller. The cove is officially unnamed
so I'm naming it Sycamore Cove. Big Creek is home
to so many superlative sycamores so it seems fitting
as the tallest resides here. Sycamore Cove is littered
with mossy logs just above where the trail intersects
the cove. Higher up, a large chestnut oak and a large
red oak had fallen in the past several years. A few
black birch were down as well but they did not
appear to be tall.
The cove is SSE in aspect, not the typical tall tree
habitat, but as Will Blozan says regarding the area
just above the Tree Amigos, "True to Big Creek
fashion however, the trees did not care so much about
the aspect or
topography and continued to be impressive, albeit in
a very narrow riparian setting." His quote being taken
ever so slightly out of context, one would not expect
to find such delights of treedom in this cove.

Sycamore Cove
Platanus occidentalis sycamore 160.3' 7'11"
cbh (current champ) 158.0' (presumed former
champ) 9'+ cbh
150.5' 148.2' 141.5'
140.6' 139.9' 139.6' 136.0'
Liriodendron tulipifera
166.6' 166.6' 164.3' 161.1'

172.0' 168.0' 166.7'
159.8' 158.3' 157.9'

157.0' 155.6' 153.0' 151.2'
Fraxinus biltmoreana Biltmore ash
140.6' 139.9' 137.1' 137.0'

141.2' 141.7'

Liquidambar styraciflua sweetgum 136.1'
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Robinia pseudoacacia black locust
Fagus grandifolia beech

121.4'

Juglans nigra black walnut

115.7'

Quercus montana chestnut oak
125.2'

would keep watch while the other two browsed. the
sycamores on the south facing slope impressed me.
Two sourwoods over 104', not too shabby either. The
160.1' is the tallest current sycamore as far as I
know.

144.2' 138.4'

Edit: I removed the Tree Amigos info as I did not
actually get up to them.

129.8' 126.3'

Aesculus flava yellow buckeye

129.7'

south facing slope just west of cove
Platanus occidentalis

142.2' 141.8'

Lirio tulip

150.0'

Oxydendron arboreum sourwood

104.2' 104.1'

Robinia pseudoacacia
128.1'

128.9' cbh 3'6"

Quercus velotina black oak

138.4'

Big Creek flats, north side of creek
Platanus occidentalis
133.5' 133.3'

137.5' 136.4'

Liquidambar styraciflua
133.3' 131.4' 130.8' 130.1'

136.6' 136.4'

Tsuga canadensis hemlock (south side) 122.5'
Betula lenta

sycamore 158'

99.7'

Ostrya virginiana hophornbeam

63.4'

Amelanchier mtn serviceberry
uncertain

63.5' 52.7' id

I missed the black oak in my initial numbers
summary. That is a solid figure. I was joined by three
deer when measuring it. They were fine with my
presence so long as I was about 30 yards away. One
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Big Creek, Biltmore Ash
by bbeduhn » Wed Apr 06, 2016 1:15 pm
Biltmore Ash Photos
These shots are from the Sycamore Cove and along
Big Creek. The trees grow in coves, along the Big
Creek Trail and on down to just above the alluvial
flats. The younger trees do look somewhat like
Biltmore ash. The old growth Biltmore ash doesn't
look like the young ones but they may age
differently. Old growth Biltmore ash hasn't been seen
much so we don't know what they might look like.
This big, bendy ash was liklely not straight enough to
have been used. Some tulips just below the Big Creek
trail and growing in steep conditions also appear to
be old growth along with some remnants on the lower
Baxter Creek Trail.
Some younger Biltmore ash
sycamore 160.1'

sycamore 160.1'
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This biltmore ash some age to it
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Tree Amigos

Big Creek, Tree Amigos
by bbeduhn » Fri Apr 08, 2016 9:17 am
Sycamore Cove
I got back to Sycamore Cove to check out the Tree
Amigos. I had seen them previously but had
measured them from far too low of a vantage point. I
got up a bit higher but still didn't get the best shot at
the tops. Time was running short so I regrettably
didn't climb a bit higher to get the perfect shot. I'm
sure Will will correct me if I didn't get to the Tree
Amigos, but these certainly appeared to fit the bill.

Tree Amigos
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The tallest one has a thick upper crown of at least two
leaders growing close together. I still got good
numbers but this one could hit 180'.
Lirio tulip

173.5' 170.6' 166.5'

Quercus montana 130.0' 129.4'
Quercus velotina

120.4'

Fraxinus Biltmore 141.2' 138.0'
Halesia monticola

108.4'

Betula lenta

102.5' 99.5'

Platanus occident

134.9' 134.0' 133.5'

The sycamores are skinny ones right at the entrance
to the cove. This cove is littered with young 130'
class sycamores in addition to the tall and not much
older 150's and 160'. There is much more up higher
in the cove. I'll hit it this fall and get some better
vantage points on the tulips. The three tulips all
topped 170' in 2010, and one appears to top 180'.

139.9' chestnut oak

Re: Big Creek
by bbeduhn » Fri Apr 08, 2016 9:22 am
Big creek
The creek itself has reasonably tall trees but they
mostly pale in comparison to the heights in the coves.
One exception is a tall, low branching chestnut oak. It
doesn't appear to be as tall as it is and looks shorter
than what I'd seen in the coves but the laser said
otherwise. I believe this was measured by Will at
143' in 2010.

139.9' chestnut oak
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Quercus montana 139.9' 127.1'
Betula lenta

rhodo than the slopes are. I just got a handful of
numbers. Tulip and bitternut do better higher up and
a few coves have yet to be explored by any ENTS.

100.9'

Betula allegheniensis 86.4'

The red oak was above me on the grade I hiked on
initially. I came back out on a higher grade and it
reveled itself from this grade. This tree has a better
chance of hitting 160' than the red oak on the
Whitewater River in SC. It appears to be quite
young (75-80 years). It's put on some girth since
2010, about 10". It slipped my mind to get a photo
but Will posted one in 2010.
Lirio tulip
169.7' 169.0' 167.6' 166.8' 159.6'
159.1' 158.2' 156.3'
Quercus rubra 132.7' 155.7' cbh 12'2" or 146"
Robinia pseudo 136.0'
Carya cordi

131.5'

Halesia monti

121.6'

Betula alleghen

88.3'

Prunus serotina 120.6'
6" red salamander, measured sin/sin/laser of course!

Big Creek, Mouse Creek
by bbeduhn » Fri Apr 08, 2016 9:54 am
Mouse Creek
I fought the rhododendron for a while but gave up
before I got to the awesome upper coves of Mouse
Creek. I'll approach from the top next time as Will
suggested, "gravity helps with rhododendron". The
tulip numbers are a mixed bag as the tops vary. Some
are very easy shots and some have slightly larger
crowns which may or may not reveal their true tops
from below. I'd read that railroad grades ran all
through the cove, leading me to believe that travel
would be easy but the grades are more choked with

Mouse Creek forest
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Robinia pseudo

134.1' 126.0'

Quercus velotina 114.1'
Carya cordiformis 152.5' 143.8' 143.6' 134.7' 130.8'
Fraxinus americ

Mouse Creek forest

Big Creek, Baxter Creek
by bbeduhn » Mon Apr 11, 2016 4:14 pm
I went back to Baxter Creek to see which tulip was
the 185 footer. I don't know exactly what happened
but every possible was measured and none fit the bill.
Some better numbers did arise. The Rucker tulip and
its next door neighbor are a little taller than I
previously measured. I noticed a mighty fine
silverbell along Baxter Creek that i missed before. It
is one of only three known to top 130', and had been
measured previously. A very old silverbell resides a
bit further up the trail. Bitternut hickories are almost
as ubiquitous as tulips. I missed quite a few on my
initial visit. Some of the tulips are remeasures.

Rucker tulips

Lirio tulip 175.3' (by bend in trail) 173.8' & 172.1'
(Rucker tulip group) 171.9' 170.8' 169.5' 168.7'
168.5' 168.6' 167.9' 167.0' 166.9' 166.4'
166.0' 165.3' 164.4' 164.3' 164.2' 162.8' 162.8'
161.6' 161.3' 161.0'
Magnolia acuminata 126.1' 124.2' 122.9'
Halesia monticoloa 131.3' 118.6' 117.3' 116.7'
113.4' 112.1'
112
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Rucker tulips 172.1' & 173.8'

Old silverbell

Beech and tulip
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Tulip relic

Tall Deciduous Tree High Up in
Big Horns

Meet the New Massachusetts
State Champion American Elm

by MarkGraham » Sun Apr 10, 2016 3:59 pm
This tall deciduous tree sits right at the crest of Shell
Falls at 6400 foot elevation along Highway 14. The
trees in the area are all pine and fir other than right
along Shell Creek.

by dbhguru » Wed Mar 09, 2016 6:32 pm
Hi Ents,
Today I re-measured what is now the Massachusetts
state champion American Elm. Here it is with its
owner who prefers to remain anonymous.

I believe this is a plains cottonwood, the state tree of
Wyoming. Is my identification correct? For sure
this one is not on the Plains.
The Falls were roaring with the water working
working its way through receding ice.
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The Pocumtuck Buttonwood
by dbhguru » Wed Apr 13, 2016 7:56 pm
Hi Ents, A few days ago, Ray Asselin and I stopped
in Old Deerfield and we re-measured the historic
Pocumtuck Buttonwood. I had promised the State
Big Tree Program Coordinator that we would update
the measurements of these greatest of Massachusetts
trees. The Pocumtuck Buttonwood is near the head of
the list. First let's take a look at it. Ray is in the photo
for scale.

Now to the statistics: Girth = 22.0 feet, Height =
121.0 feet, Average Crown Spread = 127 feet,
Points = 417. In terms of the battle for points, here is
how these giant sycamores line up:

Stats are: G = 19.2 feet
H = 104.4 ft
S = 103.6 ft
Points = 360 (rounding down)

State
Girth
Spread

Ulmus americana is the Massachusetts state tree
(still). There once were many over 20-foot around
elms.

NY
Planes SY
0
CT
SY

Location
Height
Points

Name
Crown

Pine Plains
Pine
27.0
117.0
14
476
Simsbury
Pinchot
28.0
98.0
140
469
MA
Sunderland
Sunderland
SY
25.8
109.8
130
452
MA
Deerfield
Pocumtuck
Buttonwood
22.0
121.0
127
417

Remember to double click on the image to expand
it. More impressive that way.
Robert T. Leverett
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New York City RHI

I think there is another NY sycamore that reaches 400
points that was measured by Howard Stoner quite a
few years ag, but I don't know its status.

by Erik Danielsen » Mon Apr 11, 2016 10:39 am
Having now been in NYC a little over 6 months and
with nearly 1000 individual trees measured, I am
happy to present NYC's first Rucker Height Index
that I'm aware of having been compiled.
RHI5: 133.84
21

RHI10: 127.17

RHI20: 120.

Excluding nonnative species:
RHI5: 133.84
62

RHI10: 127.03

RHI20: 119.

5Tuliptree- 151.2 Inwood Hill Park, Manhattan
Chestnut Oak- 132.5 Inwood Hill Park, Manhattan
Northern Red Oak- 131.6 Inwood Hill Park,
Manhattan
Pignut Hickory- 128.1 Inwood Hill Park, Manhattan
White Oak- 125.8 Inwood Hill Park, Manhattan
10Sweetgum- 124.9 High Rock Park, Staten Island
Cottonwood- 121.2 Riverdale Park, Bronx
White Pine- 119.2 Inwood Hill Park, Manhattan
Ginkgo- 118.7 Inwood Hill Park, Manhattan
Bitternut Hickory- 118.5 Clove Lakes Park, Staten
Island
20Black Oak- 117.3 Inwood Hill Park, Manhattan
American Elm- 116.8 Inwood Hill Park, Manhattan
Sugar Maple- 114.5 Inwood Hill Park, Manhattan
American Beech- 114 Clove Lakes Park, Staten
Island
Cucumber Magnolia- 112.8 Green-Wood Cemetery,
Brooklyn
Sycamore- 111.9 Clove Lakes Park, Staten Island
White Ash- 111.8 High Rock Park, Staten Island
English Elm- 111.8 Washington Square Park,
Manhattan
Black Locust- 111.2 Inwood Hill Park, Manhattan
Norway Spruce- 110.3 Pelham Bay Park, Bronx
20 nativePin Oak- 110.2 Riverside Park, Manhattan
Green Ash- 109.6 Prospect Park, Brooklyn
Scarlet Oak- 109.3 Prospect Park, Brooklyn

This tree is usually included in books on
big/famous New England trees. In 1908 historian
George Sheldon wrote an essay about all the events
that the Pocumtuck Buttonwood has seen. In 1934, it
was ailing and a famous tree surgeon was brought in
to work on the tree, which had a large hole and area
of decay and dead limbs. He apparently knew what
he was doing, because the tree healed beautifully.
You can barely see where the old opening was at the
base. Amazing recovery.
A number of years ago, an author whose name
escapes me for the moment was writing a book about
large, historic trees and got hold of my name. He was
in the area, so I met him and his wife one summer
evening at the old buttonwood. It was an
extraordinary night. The wind was blowing, not too
hard, but enough that we got the delightful rustle of
leaves. The sound would rise and fall. The Deerfield
Academy there had a lights and there were also street
lights that cast a mellow glow on the surroundings.
As we talked at the base of the old sycamore, I could
see that the gent and his wife were greatly moved by
the tree and the sensations and sounds of the leaves in
the passing breezes. We all felt that the spirits of
Indians and colonists from the past had returned to
the spot at that moment in a kind of remembrance.
Hard to put our feelings into words. It was one of
those experiences marked in time that you never
Robert T. Leverett
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...and Slippery Elm at 106.6 in Prospect Park makes
for 21 native species.

that time I measured two new state height records
side by side. I believe I have a photo somewhere.
Records would be a pin oak at 10.5' x 110.2' and a
common hackberry at 8.55' x 103'. I'll enter these
trees with coordinates, between 108 and 112th
streets, to the NTS data base soon.

Inwood Hill Park clearly dominates NYC's rucker
index, thanks to a combination of history and
topography. Red oak and the hickories might go
higher there- both species have many individuals to
get to. Tulips are quite possibly maxed out. The
tallest black oak, white oak, and beech all seem to be
outliers that are unlikely to be topped. Brooklyn's
Prospect Park and Staten Island's Greenbelt hold
potential for taller specimens of sweetgum, pin oak,
white ash, green ash, and possibly others.
Cottonwood and Sycamore may grow taller in
Riverdale Park in the Bronx, and Swamp White Oak
may achieve some height either there or in Pelham
Bay Park, where Norway spruce also may get taller.
The potential of Van Cortlandt Park in the Bronx is
still largely unknown, as are Forest Park in Queens
(which has some tall conifer potential) and Alley
Pond Park in Queens (which has a small are of oldgrowth surrounding the famed Queens Giant
Tuliptree).
(updated 4/12 with info from George)

Re: New York City RHI
by George Fieo » Tue Apr 12, 2016 2:27 am
Erik,
I'm impressed with your NTS work ethic. You've
taken NYC by storm!!! My brother has lived in
Manhatten for years and has pleaded with me for
some time to come and measure the trees he has seen
in the city, especially Inwood Park. In July of 2015 I
finally made the trip with intensions to measure some
trees. I typically don't measure trees in full leaf but
now Rob, my bro, was making a move to Florida and
I now had a promise to keep. The first day I
convinced him to leave the city for a well-advertised
site in Westchester County. Not exactly what I
expected but did not disappoint. The next day I spent
walking River Side Park while Rob spent the
morning with the movers. Didn't measure many trees
but saw lots of mature native specimens. Elms, black
locust, n red and pin oak where most impressive. At

Bark of mature black locust.
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Old hornbeam. Not certain which species.

Close up of black locust.
Perhaps we could meet up to locate/measure/confirm
the tall tulip that has been doped as NY's tallest tree.
A tree measured by Daniel Karpen to 167' back in
2014. Cant remember the method of measurement. It
was either laser rangefinder or clinometer but not
combined. Its located next to the Shu Swamp Nature
Preserve, Mill Neck, Long Island. Send me a private
message if interested. Likely sometime this fall/early
winter would be best but can work with you.
George

Another black locust.
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Rose Hill Plantation State
Historic Site

The plantation was built between 1811 and 1830. The
exact date is unknown. At it's peak, Rose Hill
occupied 5,000 acres and over 150 slaves were forced
to work here. After Gist became governor, he used
this house as the governor's mansion. He was a
driving force behind SC's secession which ultimately
led to the Civil War.

by Tyler » Sun Apr 10, 2016 1:56 pm
NTS,
Rose Hill Plantation State Historic Site is located
near the town of Union, SC. Although it is one of the
smaller state parks in SC at 44 acres, it is surrounded
by thousands of acres of the Sumter National Forest.
The site preserves the plantation of the former
governor of SC, William Henry Gist.

Gist House
There are three large magnolias in front of the house
that were planted when the house was built. That
would put them close to 200 years old now. The
fourth tree was a coppice with two smaller trunks
dividing at the ground. Maybe it was damaged early
on and recovered or it was planted later.
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13' Magnolia
There are nice hardwood trees all around the house.

13' 5" Tuliptree

110' Tuliptree
14' 6" White Oak
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In addition to the trees there are many old roses and
shrubs scattered about. As I walked around I thought
of how much some of these trees have experienced
over their lifetime. I paused for a moment and
thought of when they were seedlings there were
slaves working fields around this house. I am grateful
that just as these trees have grown, we too have
grown as a country.

grown white oaks can also be seen in manicured
lawns and estates. The remnant woodland pastures
around Nashville aren't as extensive as they are in the
Kentucky Bluegrass, but little bits and pieces tell a
story of the pre-settlement landscape. Out of this
handful of species, old chinkapin oaks appear to be
the most plentiful and I'll post them separately in the
Chinkapin Oak Database.
Shumard oak with chinkapin oak in background:

I also walked the trail that leads down to the Tyger
River. I wasn't able to walk the whole trail because
the river was still receding at the time but the
sweetgums and pines seemed to be in the low 100s'.

Tyler

Nice Shumard oak
by Matt Markworth » Sat Apr 16, 2016 7:51 pm
NTS,
At 18.7' x 84', this Shumard oak in Nashville, TN
makes quite an impression. It's overall form strongly
reminds me of a tree in the Outer Bluegrass of KY
and one wonders what it's height and spread would
have been before suffering some loss.
Along with chinkapin oak, bur oak, and blue ash, old
specimens of open-grown Shumard oaks dot the
landscape in the Nashville Basin. Very large open-
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Cape of Good Hope - Trees Laying
Low
by MarkGraham » Fri Apr 15, 2016 10:31 pm
The Cape of Good Hope in South Africa does have
forests a few miles inland from the southern
oceans. But right on the cape the trees are short and
bend (everything, trunk, branches, twigs) away from
the west or southwest prevailing winds. I took this
photo in September 2014 (early Spring) from the
Cape Point light house. I have no idea what species
of tree is shown here despite some research.
The area has a very diverse flora, with hundreds of
endemic species. The fauna is also interesting, we
encountered wild ostriches and penguins within an
hour's drive.
Sorry about the picture's orientation.

Matt Markworth
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American Forests Pines - Maybe
by dbhguru » Tue Apr 19, 2016 5:59 pm

Joe's pine is 10.2 feet around and is 142.7 feet tall. It
is the tallest tree in the Massachusetts part of the
Connecticut River Valley that we've measured to
date.

Hi Ents,
Yesterday American Forest Big Tree Program
Coordinator Joe Duckworth visited me and Ray
Asselin and I took him to Smith College. We
measured a couple of tagged campus trees and then
went along the Paradise Pond trail to a small cluster
of older white pines that I hoped to persuade Smith
College to dedicate to American Forests. We all three
re-measured the the tallest pine in the cluster. We
named it the Joe Duckworth pine. It is the left most
of the two center pines in the image below.

We then measured a companion pine, which we
named for Joe's boss, Ian Leahy. Here are two
images.
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3 big red spruce
by Lucas » Sat Dec 19, 2015 2:09 pm

https://youtu.be/9GOIhHmJ08M

https://youtu.be/qj0fclM5V3s
Ian's pine is 9.5 feet around and 139.0 feet tall. Ray
hit 140 at one point. We may not have found its top.
Looking up its long, limb-free trunk, I thought to
myself, "This is a perfect pine. It read the book."

I climbed this red spruce, last year. It is higher than
the norm and I have been meaning to measure a
windfall next to it since then.

There are several other pines in the cluster. They are
in the low 120s.
The Smith College Rucker Height Index now stands
at 117.6. Not bad for a Massachusetts college.
Tomorrow Lea Sloan, AF VP for Communications
will give a presentation at Smith. Lea will be staying
with Monica and me, and I am hoping that we can
secure some kind of close affiliation between
American Forests and Smith College.
Robert T. Leverett
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There were a couple of others in the same class but I
didn't go over to check them.
These trees are surrounded by clear cut regen. I don't
know why they were left. They are growing next to a
brook so had constant water on a plain with sandy
soil.

Kalmia Gardens
by Tyler » Tue Apr 19, 2016 10:18 am
NTS,
Kalmia Gardens is located in the town of Hartsville,
SC and contains 35 acres of gardens and natural
forest along Black Creek. It's name comes from the
abundance of mountain laurel growing naturally
along the bluffs, Kalmia latifolia.
The windfall above is similar in size and since I
could tape it, it would be some comparison to the one
climbed. The rootball is in the background.
I was surprise than it taped a minimum of 93 feet
with a 6 ft circum. The standing one was 6 ft 7 in
circum.
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In 1817 Thomas Hart obtained the property and soon
built his house. The house was built from the original
timber from the property in 1820. The property
changed hands several times up until the early 1930's.
It was then bought by a man named Dr. William
Coker. He presented it to his sister-in-law May
Coker. May Coker, called Miss May set out to
transform the property into a scenic attraction and
public garden. In 1935 Kalmia Gardens was opened
to the public.

Hemlocks
To the front of the property is a couple of Eastern
Hemlocks. The tallest comes in at 70'. I was surprised
to see them doing so well so far into the coastal plain.
At least they're away from any HWA sources.

Current State Champion(s) Beech

Thomas Hart House
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Bluff of Black Creek

Current State Champion(s) Beech
To the left of the house stands the current state
champion American Beech. It's said to have been
here since the house was built. Being a multi-stem
tree I didn't get a cbh but the height was 69', a bit off
from the reported 80'.
There are many different plants both native and
exotic growing in the various gardens and
intersecting trails on the high ground of the property.
Many of them are labeled to aid in identification.
After spending some time in the gardens I made my
way down the steep bluff to the Black Creek
floodplain forest.

Black Creek Floodplain
The floodplain is made up primarily of tuliptree,
sweetgum, swamp tupelo, and pondcypress. About
midway down the trail I noticed some tall
pondcypress trees. They were over 100' tall, the
tallest coming in at 6' 10" X 107.1', a new eastern
height record. Continuing down the trail I came to a
large atlantic white cedar snag. This tree was called
Miss May's Cedar. The story is that one day early in
Miss May's ownership of the property a man came by
and noticed a very large atlantic white cedar growing
by the creek. He wanted to cut the tree so he asked
Miss May how much she wanted for it. She replied
you don't have enough money to buy that tree. The
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cedar would be broken many years later in Sept 1989
by Hurricane Hugo. The tree measures 8' 1" cbh and
would have been around 80' in height and a state
champion if still alive.

In addition to the nice forest at Kalmia, the Segars
McKinnon Hertiage Preserve protects a further 795
acres along Black Creek.

Black Creek
Mountain Laurel

Bigleaf Magnolia

Miss May's Cedar
Tyler
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Nashoba Woodlands, Littleton,
MA
by a_blooming_botanist » Thu Apr 07, 2016 9:27
pm
For the past couple weeks I have been doing some
internet research to find good plots of conservation
land in my neck of the woods that could be harboring
tall trees. In reading the guide to conservation land in
Littleton, specifically the description of the Cobb
Memorial Forest (a portion of Nashoba Woodlands),
my attention was caught by the words “extremely
high canopy of oaks, white pines, and black birches.”
Upon my first visit to the property, and all
subsequent visits for that matter, I found the
description not to be an exaggeration.
I spent a lot of time following trails, stumbling over
rocks and roots as I gazed skyward, walking through
ankle-deep standing water, and of course, refining my
technique with the laser rangefinder and clinometer.
Having practiced a bit, and realized that “steady” is
the name of the game, I am now generally able to
shoot a tree multiple times and generate a cluster of
values where the difference between highest and
lowest calculated heights is about 6 inches. I have
found the iPhone app SeeLevel to be immensely
useful because it integrates the camera, so that you
can point, zoom, and read the angle to the nearest
1/10 of a degree.

Tahattawan

So, now for the good stuff: the numbers and photos.
I’ll start with the tallest eastern white pine that I have
found on this property. I would say there are oodles
of pines in the 100-110 class, a bit fewer in the 110120 class, and maybe dozens at the lower end of the
120-130 class. Only this one has topped 130. I call
him Tahattawan, after the chief of the Nashoba
people who once occupied this area.
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Height: 130.5’
CBH: 107.5”

Blitz is the distant pine in the center

Next up, the girthiest (combined with respectable
height). I call this one Blitz. He got struck by
lightning once.
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Height: 119.3’
CBH: 118.75”

Black birch beast

I could share many more photos from this site (and I
probably will with future finds), but I will conclude
with this black birch unlike anything I’ve ever seen.
Please tell me this is the fusion product of multiple
trunks, because I’ve never seen Betula lenta approach
the 118.5 inches of girth that this thing has. I didn’t
spend a lot of time working out its height, but from
shooting at one of the tips in the crown, this beast is
not less than 85.9 feet tall.
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half bad, as they say.

I would encourage any and all of you to check this
place out if you’re passing through the Littleton area,
just be mindful of the old barbed wire and rusty, old
agricultural equipment that remains in places if you
choose to venture off the trails.
This patch of woods is indeed a treasure! Interesting
what you say about these birches and their varied
growth forms. I can imagine that since this tree seems
to have been there when the stone wall was built it
received treatment that most other black birches
nearby did not.
I haven’t noticed any spring ephemerals, but then
again my attention has been focused much more on
the canopy than on the ground. Nothing in bloom has
caught my eye yet. I think we’re just shaking off the
last of the winter weather.
Because I like pictures, I’m attaching two photos of a
more exemplary black birch from these woods that
lost one of its two leaders. What remains, though, is
still a 95-foot tower with a CBH of 86 inches. Not
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Other nice trees that I have recently measured
include:
This pine, which has several more years before it sees
130’.
Height: 125’
CBH: 94”
Update on Tahattawan pine:
Since my last post on this grand tree I have visited
and measured it a good number of times, both to
work on my own abilities with a rangefinder and
clinometer and to feel confident in my declaration of
its height. An afternoon spent shooting at a rather
boring tree with a 300’ tape measure outstretched on
a flat, abandoned road has shown me that in the 30 –
50 yard range my Nikon ProStaff 440 tends to
overshoot by between 12 and 18 inches. This means
that I could calculate a 130’ tree to be 131.5’. With
that in mind, I now feel that the Tahattawan pine
stands about 129’ tall. With another good growing
season or two this tree should legitimately enter the
elite 130 club of Massachusetts.
This is what the top of the tree looks like as seen
through a spotting scope.
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This 6.6 x 100’ eastern hemlock with a spread of
about 50’.

This big hickory (not sure of the species yet).
Height: ≥105’
CBH: 120"
Jared

Historic white oak of
Harvard/Boxborough
by a_blooming_botanist » Thu Apr 21, 2016 8:10
pm
After meandering in the woods of Harvard, I took the
long way back to my car to check out what I thought
to be a magnificently tall pine tree. It turned out to be
growing from a hillside behind a building, so that
was a dud. However, when I reached the town line
between Harvard and Boxborough I stopped to
admire an old, stubby oak tree at the end of Codman
Hill Road. Its height of approximately 59.9’ is not
what sets it apart, but my better judgment told me to
record its CBH as “POISON IVY” and to leave it at
that. Maybe if I come back better prepared I will get
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a number on its girth. Here are a few photos of this
chunky tree.
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Tall pine grove by I-495 with an
interesting history
by a_blooming_botanist » Sun Apr 24, 2016 12:08
pm
On one of the last snowy days that we had here in
eastern Mass I chose to investigate a stand of white
pines that looked like it could stand to be measured. I
had driven by these trees countless times, both on the
highway and on back roads in Bolton but had never
given them a close look. After finding out that they
are growing on privately owned property with a
conservation restriction, I stopped by the owner’s
house to ask for permission to wander in their back
woods.
I was greeted by a very nice woman, who let me in
and told me a little bit about the history of the house,
which happens to be the oldest standing house in the
town, built sometime shortly after 1700 by David
Whitcomb. The house had fallen into severe disrepair
when it was purchased by the notable archeologist
Philip Phillips some time in the first half of the
twentieth century. He restored the house to the nearoriginal condition that we see today, and also took on
several other projects around the property which one
could “only do in the ‘30s and ‘40s,” like building a
spring-fed pond in the backyard and cutting trails
through the woods on which to drive his Mercedes
(!). When Mr. Phillips got wind of plans for an
interstate highway that would run right through his
backyard he put on his finest city clothes, marched
into Boston, and by some way or another, managed to
convince the authorities to lay the new road just a
little bit to the west. This is why the stretch of I-495
between exits 27 and 28 is not a straight line, but
bumps out a little bit.

As I was standing by the stop sign taking pictures a
gentleman in a pickup truck pulled up and asked me
what I knew about the tree. I told him I had heard it
mentioned as the Codman Hill Oak, but other than
that I didn’t know anything. As a resident of Harvard
and owner of property abutting the tree, he knew it as
the Border Oak, and told me that it was a historic tree
some 250 – 300 years old. He even told me that every
few years he gives the tree a little bit of fertilizer. As
the owner of a landscaping business, I imagine he
knows what he’s doing in that department.
The historical significance of this tree is that it was
used to mark the southwestern corner of the newly
incorporated town of Boxborough, Massachusetts on
February 25, 1783. In delineating the boundaries of
the town a “white oak tree by a causeway” was
chosen as a significant landmark. This is that very
tree. I think that’s cool.

Had Mr. Phillips not done what he did, there might
not be this fine stand of white pines on the slope
leading down to the marsh just south of the Sugar
Road overpass. Leading the pack is a 122-foot pine,
which I affectionately call “the Doctress.”

Jared
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Jared

Hefty bigtooth aspen in Bolton
by a_blooming_botanist » Sat Apr 23, 2016 7:15
pm
Today while walking through the Rattlesnake Hill
conservation land in Bolton I found myself standing
among some tall, mature bigtooth aspens. What I
have read about this species leads me to believe that
these particular ones fall on the tall end of the
spectrum. In scanning the aspen grove for a good
candidate to measure my eyes landed on the biggest,
baddest aspen tree I have ever seen. A straight-up
shot from the base with my rangefinder gave me a
maximum reading of 31.5 yards, plus 2 yards to my
eye makes for a minimum height of 100.5 ft. What
makes the tree stand out from all the other 100-foot
aspens is its whopping 73 inches of girth!

My walking stick can be used to get a sense of scale.
The lowest foot is marked in inches, then every
subsequent foot marked with a dot and 4.5 feet is
marked with an "X."
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As a relatively short-lived, disturbance-colonizing
species, Populus grandidentata probably isn’t on the
radar of most big tree hunters. It’s one of my personal
favorite species, though.

6’3.5” cbh x 88.5’ tall ravine grown river birch
The second is in a more typical setting. It grows on
the bank of a large stream just above that stream’s
juncture with a small river. Some partial clearing
around a nearby building, an adjacent highway
bridge, and the stream itself have reduced
competition and allowed the birch to spread out.

Jared

Dahlonega, GA River Birch
by Jess Riddle » Sun Mar 27, 2016 9:57 pm
Nts, A couple of river birch caught my eye as I was
driving around town, and I finally stopped to measure
them. The first grows in a somewhat unusual spot for
river birch, a narrow ravine far from any large
stream. Tuliptrees farther down the ravine reach
about 140'.
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easily obtained by plants in the near-neutral soils they
produce.

10’11” cbh x 83.4’ tall river birch
Jess

Tamassee Knob and Station Cove
remeasurements, SC
by Jess Riddle » Sun Mar 20, 2016 6:46 pm
Nts,
Conventional wisdom would not predict the
spectacular forests of Tamassee Knob. Plains and
valleys are the domain of agriculture, yet at Tamassee
it is on the steep slopes specifically that the normal
limits to tree growth are relaxed. This inversion of
growth patterns traces back to a narrow band of rocks
compressed between the land masses of the Blue
Ridge Mountains and the Piedmont. Some of the
rocks in this band, the Brevard Belt, are rich in
calcium and magnesium, and nutrients are more

14’5” circumference, 164.7’ tall second-growth
tuliptree
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Typical diverse, open cove forest on the slopes of
Tamassee Knob. The yellow leaves in the foreground
are paw paw.

View north from Tamassee Knob across the
surrounding Piedmont to the Blue Ridge Escarpment
This situation also sets up a delightful study in
contrasts along the trail to Tamassee Knob. The trail
starts on a gently rolling plateau in Oconee State
Park, and passes through an obviously acidic forest of
70’ tall scarlet oaks and shortleaf pines. As trail
leaves the plateau and begins to follow the narrow
ridge out to Tamassee Knob the forest changes
dramatically. The dense evergreen understory of
mountain-laurel and dwarf rhododendron gives way
to red buds and silverleaf hydrangea, and you can see
down the steep slopes on either side into forests of
towering tuliptrees, oaks, and hickories. The big
trees march so far up the slopes that even from the
trail on the ridge-crest you have to look up to see
their crowns.

A mile to the south, the steep slopes fold in instead of
jutting out and produce Station Cove. A popular trail
leads through the broad flat bottom of the cove to a
cascade where Station Creek tumbles into the
cove. Here again, the big trees are associated not
with the gentle terrain of the cove bottom, but with
the steep slopes around its edge.
These areas used to be my regular stomping grounds
when I lived in northwestern South Carolina, and
they set the standard how well trees can grow in the
“upstate”.
http://nativetreesociety.org/fieldtrips/south_carolina/t
amassee_knob.htm
http://nativetreesociety.org/fieldtrips/south_carolina/t
all_tulips_in_sumter_nf.htm
http://nativetreesociety.org/fieldtrips/south_carolina/t
amassee_knob_revisted.htm
http://nativetreesociety.org/fieldtrips/south_carolina/t
amassee05.htm
http://nativetreesociety.org/fieldtrips/south_carolina/t
amassee_knob_distractions.htm
http://nativetreesociety.org/fieldtrips/south_carolina/t
amassee_knob_eastend.htm
http://nativetreesociety.org/fieldtrips/south_carolina/s
tation_cove.htm
These trees had not been visited in over 10 years
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making them ripe for remeasurement. The
intervening years allowed me to see the site with
fresh eyes. I was struck by the shear abundance of
large and tall trees. The forests generally seem
slightly older than most second-growth in the
Southern Appalachians, and large trees simply fill the
coves. The consistent productivity of the coves is
also striking. There is not a pocket of excellence
with gradual diminishing growth moving away from
it. Instead, almost every north facing cove has a
record tree or near record tree (or several), and many
of the south facing coves do too. Finally, the breadth
of species that flourish at this site is

remarkable. Rich cove species like tuliptree and
bitternut hickory thrive, but so do shortleaf pine and a
whole gaggle of oaks.
A few notes on the remeasurements. Measuring to a
different top, different mid-slope position, and
changes in how I read and steady the clinometer may
all affect the height measurements. Overall, I suspect
height growth is slightly
overestimated. Circumferences should be more
directly comparable, but they are still affected by lack
of consistency in mid-slope position.
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Current and historical measurements. Gray cells indicate dead trees. Trees that were not previously measured
have “NA” listed for previous measurements. All other trees were previously measured. No attempt was made to
relocated many other trees that were previously measured.
Where to start with the significance of these measurements? The mimosa and bitternut hickory are all time height
records, and the shortleaf pine is essentially tied for the record. The pignut hickory is the second tallest known, and
the tuliptree is tied for the tallest known tree in South Carolina. The pale hickory and black walnut are also state
height records.

Tallest known bitternut hickory, 7’10” cbh x 166.3’ tall
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One of the two tallest known shortleaf pines, 6’9” cbh x 148.5’ tall
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One of the two tallest known trees in South Carolina, a 9’7” cbh x 177.1’ tall tuliptree
And then there are the oaks. The black, white, and chestnut oaks are all NTS height records, and the northern red
oak is only a foot off. Interestingly, they are currently growing much faster than the tuliptrees in both height and
girth; the tallest chestnut oak in particular is an extremely vigorous tree.
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Tallest known black oak, 8’10” cbh x 145.2’ tall
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Second tallest known northern red oak, 9’6” cbh x 155.4’ tall
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Tallest known chestnut oak, 9’1” cbh x 153.6’ tall
I was pleased to see survival was so high among the tallest trees. Of trees in the Rucker Index 10 years ago, nine are
still standing. However, less common species have not fared as well. We may have already seen the peak in
diversity of tall trees.
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The former height record slippery elm. The circumference has changed little since first measured, but the height is
now considerably less.

The Rucker Index just surpasses Savage Gulf placing it second among all sites in eastern North America. The only
other reference I've seen to superlative forest in this area is from L. L. Gaddy's "A Naturalist's Guide to the Southern
Blue Ridge Front". I believe these numbers paint a portrait of one of the most remarkable and unsung forests in the
southeast.
Jess

Lee Branch, Blue Ridge Escarpment, SC
by bbeduhn » Wed Feb 24, 2016 2:08 pm
Lee Branch is a bit south of Station Cove. A power line cut runs between lee branch and Alexander Branch. This
was my starting point, below a dove field, but i quickly scampered into the woods to get away from the abundant
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briers. Almost immediately, I heard wildlife running through the leaves. I had never seen wild boars in all my time
on the trail and off trail. i'd seen where they had rooted around at least a hundred times but had never seen any actual
boars...until this past Sunday. A mom and three little pigs ran on one of their myriad pig trails. I followed a dozen of
these trails. Animals know how to get around quickly. I didn't get any pictures or video because they would have
barely registered. I just enjoyed watching them run down one side of a cove and up the other.
Lee Branch has very little underbrush, which I wholeheartedly appreciated. It was fairly easy to get around but it
certainly has its ups and downs. I don't believe I got to all of the quality coves. Jess Riddle found the tallest pignut
hickory (I believe he settled on red hickory) but I'm not certain if it is still there. I did not find it but I did see where
some logging took place on a grand scale. One lower cove was completely harvested. The upper slopes of the cove
were still intact. In fact, I had given up searching for the quality coves after I encountered the large cut. On my way
out I happened upon some very nice upper slopes. Almost all of the measurements come from the last three coves I
saw.
Carya glabra pignut hickory

149.2' 143.6' 143.2' 136.7' 135.7'

Carya ovalis red hickory

140.2'

Carya alba mockernut

118.0'

Liriodendron tulipifera tulip

172.2' 163.4' 154.5' 153.9' 150.0' 147.2' 145.1'

Ulmus rubra red elm

142.5' national record

Fraxinus biltmoreana Biltmore ash 135.3'
Quercus alba white oak

133.8' 131.0' 129.3' 128.6' 127.3'

Quercus rubra red oak

141.4' 139.6' 138.4' 134.6' 134.4' 130.5'

Quercus montana chestnut oak

119.5'
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143' pignut & 163' tulip

Bailey Arboretum, Nassau County
by Erik Danielsen » Fri Apr 22, 2016 6:16 pm
Bailey Arboretum, right around the corner from the spectacular Shu Swamp Preserve on Long Island, has one
particular dendromorphometric claim to fame- the "world's largest Dawn Redwood." This claim accounts only for
girth, as far as I can tell (though they don't list it), and is supposedly vetted by some international organization
dedicated to Dawn Redwoods. Apparently the Bailey Arboretum received some of the first metasequoia seeds to
arrive in the US. Now there are a couple dozen mature specimens on the property.
The 100' specimen I measured in Green-Wood Cemetery stood as the tallest Dawn Redwood measured in NYS so
far and had a respectable girth itself, so I looked forward to seeing how the specimens at Bailey would compare. I
didn't measure any girths (I feel odd doing tapewraps in an arboretum with horticultural workers all over the place)
but did measure height for several Metasequoias and other trees as well. It's a very nice arboretum. The "largest"
Dawn Redwood, I skipped- it's just a middling tree with an enormously flared base. Not my criteria for an excitingly
big tree. Instead, I sought out some that existed in competition that might drive height. Numbers and pictures can
say the rest.
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One of the flaring Dawn Redwoods, not the "largest" though. Fairly tall at 113.5
Dawn Redwood tallest pair part of a group at the edge of a fully forested area
127.7
124.8
113.5
107.7
101.1
Sawara Cypress
99
Copper Beech
103.1
Florida Torreya this one was a real surprise! Good mass in the trunk.
53.6
Norway Spruce
110.7
White Pine
109.7
105.8
103.4
Douglas Fir
91.5
Eastern Hemlock
87.3
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The tallest Dawn Redwood is center in this photo

Finding the Top
by dbhguru » Mon Feb 15, 2016 3:57 pm
NTS, A tulip tree growing down hill from our back door is with a fine target for practicing measuring from our
upstairs bedroom window. The base of the tulip has a horizontal distance of 100.5 feet. The base is 43.2 feet below
eye level. The top is not less than 84.5 feet above eye level, but that determination is not easy to arrive at. First a
look at the whole tree.
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As can be seen, the tree is arrow-straight and its crown still exhibits a somewhat flattened spear-shaped top. Let's
see the top from a closer perspective.

What point would you select as the highest point from this vantage point? Let's move closer.
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Can you see what the orange arrow is pointing to? It isn't the highest looking top, but one slightly to the left. Let's
take a final look.

Neither my eyes or the lens of my TruPulse 200X or Cannon XS260 HS has the depth of field to show that the
target top is behind the higher looking branch. It took my Zeiss 10 x 40 binoculars to do that, and it was clear as a
bell. The near branch has a horizontal distance of 87.9 feet. The true top has a horizontal distance of 98.8 feet. The
tops of hardwoods are not easy to decode. Binoculars with a good depth of field are worth their weight in gold.
BTW, a plumb line dropped from the true top falls to the right of the base and slightly in front of it. Since this is
still a relatively young tulip tree growing in competition with tall oaks surrounding it and with fairly good wind
protection, it remains a good candidate for the Tangent Method. But which top would a tangent measurer select?
The odds of the true top being selected are slim.
The angle difference between the highest appearing top and the true top is 0.2 degrees, amounting to 0.6 feet using
a 100.5-foot baseline 100.5 x [tan(40.8)-tan(40.6)]. The difference would reduce the overall error of 2.2 feet to 1.6
feet. Either the tangent measurement to the false top or true top is pretty good because the tree is straight, the crown
relatively narrow, the high points more toward the center, and the eye 43.2 vertical feet above the base. Had the tree
been measured 100 feet from the trunk on level ground, the results from the Tangent Method would not have been
so close.
Robert T. Leverett
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Redlinin' red pines in Eastwood Cemetery, Lancaster/Bolton
by a_blooming_botanist » Thu Apr 28, 2016 9:58 pm
Located east of the Old Common and straddling the town line with Bolton is Eastwood Cemetery in Lancaster,
Mass. In the northeast corner of the property lies a ridge that overlooks the Nashua River Valley, and on the south
slope of that ridge stand 21 living red pines and one dead one. These red pines are clustered in one area, but they do
not form a pure stand and they are not in arranged in rows, which leads me to believe this may be a natural
occurrence of Pinus resinosa. Growing among them are white pines in the range of 110 – 120 feet, as well as mature
and understory beeches and a smattering of hemlocks.
The largest of all of these red pines, in height and girth, is this 103.2-foot tree with a CBH of 64.25”.
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The tallest four individuals have topped 100 feet, at 100.1’, 102’, 102.5’, and the previously mentioned 103.2’,
respectively. These are the tallest red pines that I have measured in this area, but I read that Bob measured a 115.5foot red pine in Mount Tom State Reservation and suggested that intense competition with neighboring white pines
pushed the tree past what one normally expects in terms of height. Sure enough, the only trees in this stand to break
100 feet are those that are the most crowded or shaded by their neighbors. And when those neighbors are their fastand tall-growing cousins, the white pines, the pressure is on!
Jared
P.S. Say, Bob, what’s your most up-to-date information on red pine heights out in western Mass? Is that 115-footer
still standing?

Longwood Gardens
by tsharp » Mon May 02, 2016 10:34 pm
NTS:
While visiting friends in the Lancaster and Philadelphia area Susan and I plus Mike Higgs paid a visit to Longwood
Gardens near Kennett Square, Pennsylvania on 4/16/16.
Originally it was a 400 acre farm bought by George Peirce in 1700. His grandsons started a fifteen acre arboretum in
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1798.
Pierre S. du Pont obtained the property in 1906 to thwart planned timber sale. He expanded his holdings to over a
thousand acres and rehabilitated/expanded the arboretum, gardens and conservatory. Since his class of wealth is
savvy as how to protect their wealth it gained a tax exempt status as Longwood Foundation in 1946.
I hesitated a little bit on the $20 admission fee for the privilege of wading through crowds of tulip lovers but after
spending half a day there i would gladly spend another twenty.
The largest of three species measured included:
Dawn Redwood (Metasequoia glytostroboides[i]) 12.3' x 141.1', 16.3' x 102.5'
Princesstree ([i]Paulownia tomentosa) 15.6' x 66.7'
Shumard Oak (Quercus shumardii) 11.9' x 75.3'
I believe the Dawn Redwood is a height record for the US. However George F. is on the trail of a 160'+ example.
I did see a bigger circumference Dawn Redwood but its sharp taper and many low branches made me lose interest in
measuring it.
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Dawn Redwood 12.3' x 141.1'
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Princesstree 15.6' x 66.7'
NTS member Scott Wade I believe is on the staff and most of the trees i measured had been previously measured by
him. Actually Scott may have measured most of the trees in the entire arboretum.
Yes, the flower gardens were spectacular including the tulips.

Re: Chinkapin Oak Database
by Matt Markworth » Sat Apr 23, 2016 10:11 pm
NTS,
Similar to the Inner Bluegrass Region of Kentucky, the Nashville Basin also has an abundance of very old opengrown chinkapin oaks and it was a real treat to see/measure some of them recently. Big open-grown specimens of
chinkapin oak, bur oak, white oak, and Shumard oak dot the landscape and unless you've got lots and lots of time to
see the whole city, I'd recommend seeing the Grand Ole Oaks of Nashville over the Grand Ole Opry any day.
Chinkapin Oaks in and around Nashville
17.7' x 87'
16.85' x 72'
15.4' x 77.5'
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14.8' x 83.5'
14.65' x 58'
14.5' x 76.5'
11.45' x 64.5'
I love the old, gnarly crowns of these trees. The last photo is a tree that was not measured, but maybe next time. It's
the biggest one of all and I'd estimate CBH to be over 20'.

17.7' x 87'
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17.7' x 87'

15.4' x 77.5'
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16.85' x 72'
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unmeasured chinkapin oak
Chinkapin Oak Database: http://www.ents-bbs.org/blog.php?u=815
Matt Markworth

Panama, Big tree hunting and climbing
by Bart Bouricius » Mon Apr 18, 2016 8:01 pm
I have been back a few days from a trip with friends Richard Mumford and Judy Kerr to scope out new trees in the
Bocas del Toro province of Panama. We stayed at the William's family farm where they put up guests at their
"Soposo Adventure" guest house. Normally they treat tourists to a cultural experience, so our mission and my past
visits have been a bit of a break from the norm for Max and his father Celestino, who were our main guides. In
addition to measuring and climbing trees in the area, we measured a new species from my list. This is an
endangered tree species in the Lecythidaceae family known as the Jícaro, Olla de Mono, or Caoba tree.
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Here is Judy at the base of this Lecythis ampla tree. It was 29', 2" (8.89 m) in circumference CBH at mid slope, as it
did not have flaring buttresses to measure above, though it tapered significantly. The height was 151.5' (46.19 m)
with a straight up shot of the Nikon 440 rangefinder.
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Here is Max climbing the Olla de Mono or Monkey pot tree as they are called in this part of Panama. Max,
climbing in his rubber boots, is using a climbing system which includes the Saka, a climbing device which Richard
Mumford invented.
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Here are two more images of Max climbing, to give people a sense of what the whole tree looks like. The family
Lecythidaceae is popularly known as the Brazil nut tree family and has 11 members on my list of proven and
probable emergent trees in Costa Rica with a few additional ones in Panama. This tree is considered endangered in
Costa Rica due to selectively logging it and Chiquita Brands clearing forests for banana plantations. Fortunately it
has a range extending from Nicaragua down to Northern Equador, so it will probably survive in the wild in parts of
this range. The seeds are considered delectable by monkeys, humans and agoutis, which are its main seed
dispersers.

Many fruits from trees in this family are quite large, such as those from the cannon ball tree. Here you see Jose, a
park ranger we met, holding one of the trees large woody fruits, which look like pots, and, if you find the top of one,
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it can make a cool attractive container. Jose says he knows of a "much larger taller" one of these trees, that I will
try to visit on my next trip to Panama.

Here is the "Negro Pantalones" poison dart frog which we ran into on the previous day.

This final image is of an Eyelash viper Bothriechis schlegelii which I found near the trail.
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Serapiqui, Costa Rica
by Bart Bouricius » Tue Apr 26, 2016 6:17 pm
Please feel free to include more on deforestation etc. , but here is more on a short trip I just took to Costa Rica's
state of Serapiqui on the Carribean coast where Jicaro/Olla de Mono are found. I visited a tree on the Alfaro
farm, One at William Camacho's Jardín Ecológico Pierella, where he has created ideal conditions for many species
of birds and butterflies. Finally I visited one which had a tree house built in it, and cables around it's base for a zip
line tour. There are many more deeper into the hills where they reach their full potential, however, on such a short
trip it was not feasible to get there, but here is info on some wildlife I encountered, and the ecology of this tree
species Lecythis ampla .

Tree on Alfaro farm less than 60' (18.3 m) tall
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my guide and friend, Micky Alfaro finds a fruit capsule with seeds still inside.
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Unopened fruit in 10" diameter 12 year old tree planted by William in his eco garden.

Here is my collected treasure of Jicaro Fruits and empty capsules.
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The top of this fruit dried and popped over night in the room I was staying in. The yellow part is eaten by bats who
then drop the seeds and distribute them. The seeds are also distributed by agoutis who cache the seeds and then
forget exactly where they buried a particular seed.
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Here are two images of older, but still tasty seeds.

Here yours truly enjoys the tasty nut that tastes much like a Brazil Nut, with a similar texture as well. Not too
surprising as the trees are in the same family.
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Here a baby peccary follows its mother.

Three toed sloth
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Female White Necked Jacobin on nest.

Any idea on age of these Blueberry bushes?
by bailey » Wed Feb 24, 2016 5:53 pm
My family has a 40 acre agriculture farm in Milmay, NJ. 15 acres of this is swamp and bogs butted up against the
Game Preserve. There is two small groves with very big and gnarly looking blueberry bushes, one is on the edge of
our property, another grove is on the game preserve near where the Tuckahoe River first starts surfacing, possibly
more hidden since the briers are prolific in these woods.
The man my dad bought the farm from in the 70s was born in this house in 1917 said these bushes were big when he
was little. That always stuck in my mind as a kid and now I am middle age. Does anyone know how long blueberry
bushes can live or how to estimate age? Most information I find says 50-100 years, but are referring to cultivated
blueberries, not wild ones.
I have gone to Whitesbog to see the blueberry bushes that were planted there in the 1930s and they were large but
nowhere near as thick at the base or as tall, but I am also assuming the Whitesbog blueberries have gone through
years and years of pruning and other endured human endeavors. These blueberry bushes, I counted 9 of
considerable size are in a very boggy soil and all within about 50 feet of each other, the only other thing that grows
well in this spot is moss.
Any help in guidance on dating these or information about known old blueberry bushes would be greatly
appreciated.
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Re: Any idea on age of these Blueberry bushes?
by Barry Caselli » Wed May 04, 2016 5:05 pm
I can't really answer your question, but I have seen similar looking Blueberry bushes here in Mullica Township.
Since I first discovered them I have wondered how old they are, and I also have been curious of how long they can
live.
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Ramseys Draft Wilderness, VA
by Devin » Sun Mar 13, 2016 12:02 pm
NTS,
A couple of weeks ago I made a tangent trip to Ramseys Draft wilderness. The Forest Service has managed the
Ramsey’s Draft area essentially as a wilderness since 1935 and much of it has never been logged. This is one of the
few places in Virginia where you can find old growth low elevation forest. I hiked the Ramseys Draft trail up to
Hiners spring, then connected to the Shanandoah mountain trail and back down to the trail head via the Road
Hollow trail. The first several miles there was an old service road and the forest seems like it has been logged in the
past, at least selectively. Its not until ~4 miles in you encounter some mother trees.
This area was blasted by HWA around 2000, and is pretty much a hemlock graveyard. I hiked this trail about nine
years ago and it was difficult then, but now much more trees have fallen and there are literally about 100 trees to
climb over and about 12 stream crossings with in the first ~7 miles. On a positive note, there are still some
specimens with apparent resistance, mostly riparian trees, and once you get to higher elevations the scattered ridgetop hemlocks look immaculate.
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This is the first mother tree you come across, a tulip poplar that I would guess is easily 200-300 years old.
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I counted around 50 layers of cork cambium in the deeply fissured bark pieces that have sloughed off.
About 4~ miles in good-sized white pines start to become abundant and the woods start to get piney.
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A pano shot of one the largest white pines
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A regular shot of the massive white pine
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Some of the hemmys are looking pretty good!
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abundant, not monster but good-sized white pines
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emergent white pines
Around ~5 miles I came across a beautiful OG tree that I initially pondered as a tulip poplar, but after some
speculation noticed the bark looked different and there were no marcescent seed cones still attached to the
branches. The branching pattern also appeared opposite and there were lots of abscised rachis, or central leaf stalks
on the ground. Wow I am quite confident this is an ash and has to be one of the largest forest-grown ash trees I have
ever seen besides the hemphill ash in GSMNP. What do yall think? I need to go back to this tree before EAB hits
and treat this beautiful soul.
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little taper in the bole of this beast
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bark of the tree
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leaves underneath the ash, there was also a shagbark hickory next to the ash. thoughts?
The right prong of the creek has seen utter devastation, comparable to Cataloochee in GSMNP, with complete
canopy loss and dog haired birch filling in.

totally blasted
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What I believe is Fomitopsis ochracea decomposing the hemlock snags, along with the ubiquitous Ganoderma
tsugae
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This what much of the trail looked like, downed logs every 20 yards or so
Before Hiners spring yellow birch becomes abundant with many of them infested with chaga (Inonotus
obliquus). While this mushroom is generally uncommon in the southern Appalachians I have noticed it can be
locally abundant in birch stands above ~3500ft.
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I only harvest a small piece for a medicinal tincture.
Above Hiners spring there is Hardscrabble knob that gives you a view of the watershed.
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A small stand of red spruce about 12 individuals
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ridge-top hemlocks look amazing!

A view of the watershed with a gnarly old oak in left center
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Shenandoah mountain trail is really nice and easy with some healthy looking stands of hemlock and unique acidic
vegetation communities of mountain laurel, white pine, oak, and hemlock.

easy walking ridge line trail

steep but gentle sloping hardwood forest

Re: Ramseys Draft Wilderness, VA
by Devin » Sun May 08, 2016 10:16 am
NTS,
I went back to Ramseys Draft the other day and treated the old ash tree, along with a handful of smaller ash trees,
with a dose of imidacloprid in preparation for emerald ash borer. Although EAB has been trapped in three adjacent
counties, I don’t think EAB has reached the draft yet, at least there are no visible signs, but these signs are always
latent and I would rather be too early than too late. Too many old trees have died because we didnt act fast enough.
The tree is 38inches in diameter, but with a minimally tapering bole with no branching for about ~90ft. Additionally
its basal area is a perfect pith “o”, unlike those fast growing river ash whoppers with fat basal reaction wood flares.
The deep furrowed bark makes me guess this tree is >150 years old, and appears healthy. What do yall think?
Anyway, this is a relic tree that serves as a irreplaceable and dwindling example of the size and stature this species
can attain in the forest. I will be going back to this tree in the following years to treat it, and I will make a priority
that it will not succumb to EAB.
ATTACHMENTS
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Wilderness is circled in blue
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Pelham Bay and the Granny Oak
by Erik Danielsen » Sun Dec 27, 2015 10:15 pm
Pelham Bay Park is the largest park in NYC, located in the northeastern corner of the Bronx, on the Long Island
Sound. I recently got in touch with David Burg, naturalist and founder of WildMetro who several of you on the
boards are acquainted with, and he invited me to meet him there for the annual winter bird count this morning so
that he could show me some worthwhile forests. Our birding group surveyed the section of park located on Hunter
Island, which has a mixed land-use history including former estates in a state of regrowth and forest that was
maintained as woodlot and never cleared, and stunted forests on rock outcroppings by the shore including post oaks
that Neil Peterson has dated to the 1770s. I collected a sampling of measurements but will definitely return to hunter
island to measure more comprehensively. Overall site diversity is high. The old-growth section is dominated by
tuliptree as an emergent, white oak and red oak as the dominant canopy trees with some black oak in places, scarlet
and pin oaks in the midstory along with aged black birch, pignut (I am told) hickory, black cherry, and red maple.
Tulip heights seemed consistent between 115 and 125, with the dominant oaks consistently reaching to between
100-110.

David Burg with the 119.9/14/6'cbh tulip
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Forest interior, with the massive red oak snag in the center.

Tuliptree
123.2
119.9/14.6'cbh
118.6
White Oak
104.7
102.1
Northern Red Oak
102.7
98.8/13.8'cbh enormous standing snag, all fine branches gone, probably ~110' when living
Black Birch
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89.9
83.6
Areas of regrowth include occasional older oaks but also younger individuals of all the other interior species along
with introduced species and planted trees including black locust, shagbark hickory, sweetgum, american elm,
american plum, norway maple, sugar maple, planetree, a plantation of norway spruce, multiple plantations of white
pine, quaking aspen, cottonwood, sassafras, sweet cherry of surprising size, shagbark hickory, and the list no doubt
goes on. On the outcrops Post Oak and Chestnut Oak make their appearance, along with invasive crabapples.
Canopy here is lower, with oaks in the mid to upper 90s forming the ceiling, with the exception of the conifer
plantations. I measured just one from the tallest white pine plantation, and several in the norway spruce plantation,
and one representative post oak from the outcropping on "russian island."

"Russian Island" is only truly an island at high tide, and can be reached via pleasant boardwalk
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Post Oak on a stone outcrop

White Pine
106.2
Norway Spruce
110.3
108.5
108
107.8
105.4
Post Oak
52.8/6.2'cbh
I returned with the birders to a diner where we all had lunch, but afterwards returned to the park alone with
directions to the famed "granny oak," a very large white oak of the classic open-woodland form. On my way through
the landscaped portion of the park, I encountered several enormous trees of excellent form, which seemed similar
but not quite identical to white oak. A few clinging leaves confirmed these as swamp white oak. I will have to return
to these as well, as one specimen in particular should easily out-point the current state champ. A short stroll into a
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young forest with occasional white oaks found me at the base of the Granny Oak, a fantastic tree who has suffered
abuses both by vandals, cement-era "tree surgeons", and the parks department's apparent chainsaw fetish, having
several wonderful reaching limbs pruned for seemingly little reason a couple years back. This tree lives on. From
one section on the ground, a 12" diameter length from one of the pruned limbs, I counted at least 160 legible growth
rings. The main trunk is undoubtedly a good bit older.
The Granny Oak measures 86.9' in height, 18.9'cbh, and 121.5' average crown spread (2-axis method) with a
maximum crown spread of 135'. AF points=349

The granny oak is very photogenic
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Scale shot

A good impression of the granny oak's spread

Re: Pelham Bay and the Granny Oak
by Erik Danielsen » Thu Dec 31, 2015 10:02 pm
Bob, given the age of the black birch specimens I encountered (significantly older bark than those I find on staten
island and in inwood hill) I think that those I recorded here are simply a sampling of what's near the trail- not the
best the site has to offer.
Mark, I'll definitely get those. Native swamp white oak is very limited here (I've just found a couple very small
specimens on staten island) but planted specimens seem to do very well. The trees they planted at the world trade
center memorial are all swamp white oak as well- perhaps I should see what size they are. They'd be easy trees to
track. Hopefully I won't get tasered for whipping out funny-looking gadgets and aiming them while pressing buttons
at the WTC memorial.
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Lastly, here's a photo David passed along that conveys the scale of that red oak snagATTACHMENTS
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Re: Pelham Bay and the Granny Oak
by Erik Danielsen » Thu Apr 14, 2016 11:25 am
Wednesday 4/13 I made another visit to Pelham Bay Park to follow up on the large Swamp White Oaks and explore
the old-growth section for further height potential. It turns out that I underestimated the height potentials in the oldgrowth by a good bit, but I'll get to that!
The Swamp White Oaks are in the first section of parkland, a short walk from the last stop on the 6 train. This area
is mostly lawn with a surprising assortment of tall, straight trees, mainly sweetgum but also including pin oak,
tuliptree, bitternut hickory, swamp white oak, european beech, and black oak. Within this are a few small wooded
areas- one being the scrubby woodland containing the Granny Oak previously described, but the other two
containing more diverse tall mature forest-grown trees.
One of these is dryer, dominated by tuliptree but also containing numerous sweetgum, white oak, and black oak
hovering right around 100' and 7-9'cbh. Within this lay one enormous fallen trunk- a sweetgum exceeding 4'dbh and
stretching about 50' to the first branch of its shattered crown. This was an enormous tree! It would have dwarfed the
listed state champ. I regret having never seen this tree upright. Trout lily in bloom on the vertical face of its tip-up
suggests it fell within the last 6 months.
The other is very, very wet, and this is where the largest Swamp White Oaks are found, along with pin oak, red
maple, and sweetgum. Several of the Swamp White Oaks are very impressive- girth and spread I'd almost expect
from squat open-grown trees, but on tall straight trunks with little taper. Photos will be added when I'm at home with
my camera. The densest carpets of trout-lily blossoms I've ever seen occupy the non-submerged soil in this section.
Swamp White Oak
104.9/10.7'cbh (just outside the woods, on the lawn)
101.4/13.4'cbh, 71.3'ACS
90.6/11.3'cbh
86.1/12.3'cbh 73.9'ACS
There is no convenient transportation into the interior of the park, in spite of the fact that it's laced with roadways,
including a 4-lane highway to City Island, and the fact that roughly half of Hunter Island (where the old growth
resides) is a single enormous parking lot (thanks, Robert Moses). The long walk took me through a series of younger
forests. The one just south of the big parking lot was particularly interesting, with very tall hickories, scarlet oak, pin
oak, red oak, black locust, and even some tall cottonwoods. Black Cherry grows taller and straighter here than just
about anywhere else I've seen downstate. I'll have to return to measure this section but I was trying to hurry through
to the old growth. I did indulge in pinging on scarlet oak at 107.8'/6.3'cbh.
I want to note the distribution of hickory populations in Pelham Bay Park. Bitternut, Pignut, Mockernut, and
Shagbark are all present, but Bitternut is overwhelmingly the most abundant and omnipresent. It's there as an opengrown lawn tree, as a ubiquitous member of the younger forests, and even as a primary canopy component (moreso
than Northern Red Oak, which is usually dominant) in the old-growth. All three of the others are scattered
throughout the younger forests, but entirely absent within the old-growth. This is reminiscent of, if a bit different
than, the distribution at Inwood, in which Pignut is a common canopy component within the deep section and
mockernut and bitternut more marginal.
There are additional parallels in Oak distribution. In the young forests there's a hodgepodge of pin, red, black,
scarlet, and less often white oak. On the trail north from the parking lot one enters a section of older regrowth, where
this shifts to be almost exclusively black oak with a bit of white oak, including large, mature specimens. When you
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enter the old-growth, however, with its thick Tuliptree supercanopy, Black Oak drops out entirely, giving way to red
oak and white oak. This is similar to Inwood, where black oak is common on the ridge where tuliptree is scarce, but
absent in the bowl where Tuliptree is thick. I wonder if this is simply a matter of shade tolerance- none of the oaks
are usually described as "shade tolerant" but red oak and white oak seem to do well enough under a thick tulip layer.
The division is stark in both cases.
I stopped by the Norway Spruce plantation on my way to the old growth to see if I could find any taller specimens,
and also measured a couple thin hardwoods stretching for the light between them. This is within the area where
Black Oak is the dominant Oak.
Norway Spruce
114.3
109.9/6.9'cbh
Black Oak
101.8
100.2/5.2'cbh
Bitternut Hickory
107.8
102.7/5'cbh
Blackgum nearby
95.1/5.2'cbh
Finally I entered the old growth. One of the first tuliptrees is one of the single most impressive forms I've found in
NYC, and the tallest measured outside Inwood so far. The canopy beneath the many tulips is almost exclusively red
and white oaks, bitternut hickory, and black birch. I mistook the first black birch I sighted for a white oak until I got
to the branch tips, due to how platey and scaley the bark is on these birches, moreso than I've seen anywhere else.
Everything here goes taller than I realized, but the tallest white oak was particularly satisfying. Its thick trunk splits
into two equally dominant leaders nearly 30 feet up, so its spread is also considerable.
Tuliptree
135.6/15'cbh shot up into crown from below, probably not absolute top
132.2/13.8'cbh
130.6/12.7'cbh
117.7 between 2-3'dbh, many tuliptrees in this size range
Bitternut Hickory I'm sure a few here break 120- I was concentrating on oaks and birch
117.5/5.1'cbh
117.5
110.5/7.5
Northern Red Oak
118.5/8'cbh
114.1
113.8/9.1'cbh
109.8/6.3'cbh
White Oak
112.1/14'cbh 91.3' rough shot of spread on the long axis
110.3/9.4'cbh
107.5/9.9'cbh
104.8'12.7'cbh might be a fused double
102.4
Black Birch
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97.9/7.4'cbh
97.4/5.4'cbh
91.3/6.8'cbh
89.6/7.3'cbh
89/8'cbh
86.9/8.8'cbh
76.7/7.1'cbh
Many photos of this beautiful forest forthcoming. I currently consider the the old-growth on Hunter's Island the lead
candidate for the city's oldest/most intact forest community- nowhere in this city is there an example of true primary
forest like Lilydale on the other side of the state, but in a site like this you can certainly feel the age.
Photographs from 4/13, mostly in order:

The lawn that greets you as you walk away from the 6 train. Trees on the lawn grow from 90-100. The forest in the
background is the wet section with Swamp White Oaks.
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The 86.1/12.3'cbh Swamp White Oak. Lots of yellow Trout Lily on the ground.
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The 101.4/13.4'cbh Swamp White Oak- I'm there at the bottom trying to get next to the tree for scale before the
shutter clicks, click the photo to enlarge.

The parking lot on Hunter Island is so large it's developed its own hydrogeological features, like ephemeral ponds
and this sinkhole. I propose we rename it the "Robert F. Moses Geological Park" and stop maintaining it. We can
study it like the blast zone of Mount St. Helens as vegetation slowly reenters.

The 135.6/15'cbh Tuliptree
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104.8/12.7'cbh (possible fusion) white oak in the foreground- 112.1/14'cbh white oak behind.

110.3/9.4'cbh white oak on the left, 91.3/6.8'cbh black birch on the right.
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Old Black Birch among the stagheaded crowns.
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About: eNTS: The Magazine of the Native Tree Society
This magazine is published monthly and contains material that is compiled from posts made to the NTS BBS.
http://www.ents-bbs.org It features notable trip reports, site descriptions and essays posted to the BBS by NTS
members. The purpose of the magazine is to have an easily readable and distributable magazine of posts available
for download for those interested in the Native Tree Society and in the work that is being conducted by its members.
This magazine serves as a companion to the more formal science-oriented Bulletin of the Eastern Native Tree
Society and will help the group reach potential new members. To submit materials for inclusion in the next issue,
post to the BBS. Members are welcome to suggest specific articles that you might want to see included in future
issues of the magazine, or point out materials that were left from a particular month’s compilation that should have
been included. Older articles can always be added as necessary to the magazine. The magazine will focus on the
first post on a subject and provide a link to the discussion on the website. Where warranted later posts in a thread
may also be selected for inclusion.
Edward Frank – Editor-in-Chief
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